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ABSTRACT
Gelation of rodlike polymers was studied by a variety of techniques.
Fourier transform video microscopy was used to quantitatively study poly(pphenylenebenzobisthiazole) in sulfuric acid on a preformed gel and a s the
gelation process occurred. Differential scanning calorimetry was used to
determine the extent of the solvent shell surrounding molecules of
hydroxypropyl cellulose upon gel formation and melting. Various light
scattering experiments were performed on gels m ade from poly(y-benzylcc,L-glutamate) in toluene. Some of the analysis is geared towards a
percolative type mechanism. The results and some suggestions for further
work are presented.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO GEL SYSTEMS
WHY STUDY GELS?
The emergence of materials science a s a fast growing multi
disciplinary field of technology has led to a greater need to understand the
intramolecular interactions between solvent and polymer or, in the case of
composite materials, between two characteristically different polymers and
solvent. These interactions directly influence properties such a s strength,
flexibility, porosity, and temperature and chemical stability of the products
made from these materials. By understanding these effects, new products
can be customized for specific uses. These products may be in the form of
a one-dimensional fiber, a two-dimensional film, or a three-dimensional
solid. It is this latter type of structure that has the most uses and is,
therefore, the most practical to study.
Many of the polymers that possess high chemical and thermal
stability and are thus useful a s synthetic materials are not capable of being
machined into useful products in their native form. It is usually equally
impossible to form these polymers in a mold while in the molten state, either
because of the high temperatures involved or, more likely, because the
polymer degrades before melting. It is therefore necessary to dissolve the
polymer, cast it into a mold, allow it to form into a gel, and then remove the
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solvent. This is an example of sol-gel processing [1] and has found many
industrial uses.
Not only do gels have important commercial applications, they also
pose some fundamental questions that have interested scientists for many
years. Gels are three dimensional solids, yet they consist mostly of solvent.
How does a very small amount of polymer hold or trap such a large volume
of solvent? Is the solvent mobile? Is the polymer mobile? What is the
microscopic structure of the gel? Even the most basic question of “How do
we define a gel?" is still debated.
WHAT IS A GEL?

In 1961, Ferry defined a gel a s "a substantially diluted system which
exhibits no steady state flow".[2] Twenty six years later, Russo [3]
examined the limitations of this definition and adapted new criteria for
characterizing gels based on the type of space-filling, three dimensional
network that restricts the flow of the liquid-bearing colloidal solution.[3] As
late as 1993, Almdal and coworkers suggested that a gel is a
“. . . soft solid or solid-like material of two or more components; one of which
is a liquid present in substantial quantity. Such a gel exhibits no equilibrium
modulus, has a plateau region extending over a time range of seconds in
the storage modulus, G', and its loss modulus, G, is smaller than the
storage modulus in that plateau region.”[4]
Regardless of the definition used, it can be agreed that a gel
po ssesses a three-dimensional network that traps the solvent in such a way

as to form a “near solid" material. The microscopic structure and the
strength of the intermolecular interactions of this network determine the
macroscopic properties of the final product.
HOW ARE GELS FORMED?

The junction points of the network can be either chemical or physical
in nature. If they are chemical bonds, the gel formed is covalently
crosslinked and therefore permanent. If, on the other hand, they are
physical bonds resulting from entanglements, hydrogen bonds, or
electrostatic interactions, the gels are reversible. Temporary physical
bonds can be destroyed by changing the environment from which they were
formed and restored by reverting back to the original conditions; however, if
the original conditions are not changed, a reversible gel will remain in the
gel state permanently. It is the reversible form of gels that is the more
poorly understood because the tremendous change of state that must occur
during the gelation process often involves only a very small portion of the
sample (sometimes « 1 % ). For some polymers, formation of the network
may be easily explained due to the presence of hydrogen bonds or
electrostatic interactions. If the polymer is sufficiently flexible to allow for
many intra- a s well a s intermolecular interactions, the formation of the
network may be easy to visualize. An example of a flexible polymer gel is
polyethylene.

Of all polymers polyethylene has the simplest chemical structure,
C H 3{CH2)nCH3. It is very flexible and forms gels in organic solvents via

junction zones. The regularity of the chemical structure allows different
molecules or different regions of the same molecule to interact anywhere
along the length of the polymer leading to the formation of many junction
zones. The number of these zones has been shown to increase upon
stirring the solution [5-9]. Differential scanning calorimetry [9,10] and X-ray
diffraction [10] have been used to determine that the zones are crystalline in
nature.
Gelation of polymers with irregular stereo conformations like atactic
polystryrene, aPS, is less understood. This noncrystalline random coil
polymer forms gels in a limited number of solvents with carbon disulfide
being the most popular [11-19], The fact that this polymer gels at all is a
mystery that has spawned several proposed gelation mechanisms;
however, the uniquely correct one remains elusive. In one suggested
mechanism, the gel results when chains overlap at regions of mutual
tacticity [13] (refer to Figure 1.1a), although the length of such stereoregular
regions is believed by some [17] to be too short to produce the gel network.
In a second mechanism it is proposed that gelation occurs via a solventpolymer complex where solvent molecules act a s rungs of a ladder
connecting the polymer chains [17] (refer to Figure 1.1b). Nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) experiments have determined that the mobility of the

solvent is not reduced by the gel network, suggesting very short lifetimes of
the polymer-solvent interactions [18]. Yet another mechanism suggests that
polymer coils come together and form lattice structures. Crystallized
regions occur in the coils where the polymer overlaps itself [19] (refer to
Figure 1.1c).
For rigid molecules where the probability of two molecules touching
at more than one point (unless they are aligned side-by-side, which can
occur upon phase separation) is very low, it becomes more difficult to
explain the formation of the network. If, however, upon chemical or thermal
treatment, these molecules undergo structural changes where the rigid
polymer becomes a random coil, it may be possible to obtain a reasonable
explanation for the gelation. Such is the case with gelatin gels.
Gelatin is produced when collagen is denatured. Collagen is the
most abundant protein in mammals and is very rigid. It is comprised of
three strands of gelatin wrapped together to form a right handed triple helix.
Each strand of gelatin is a left handed a-helix which upon denaturing
becomes a random coil. Gelation occurs below 30°C when there is a
partial, intermolecular renaturization of the triple helix (refer to Figure 1.2).
[20-22].
By far the least understood of polymer gels are those produced by
rigid rods that remain rigid throughout the gelation process. Even though
the probability for more than one intermolecular interaction to occur
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of possible structures of aPS gels from each of the
discussed mechanisms a) chain overlap b) solvent bridging c) crystalline
junctions.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic showing gelation of gelatin.
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between two rods is low, these polymers can form very stable reversible
gels. While many gelling systems have been studied and theories
proposed for their gelation mechanisms, there remains no theory that
encom passes rodlike thermoreversibly gelling systems. Most of the gel
experiments have dealt with polymerizing solutions like silica gels and with
random coil reversible gelation like gelatin; therefore, the theories for
gelation have focused mainly on the aggregation of the particles or
entanglement of the coils and have to a lesser extent taken into account the
effects of phase separation incurred with rodlike polymers.
The gel picture for rodlike polymers is complicated by the drive for
the polymers to align to form liquid crystals. Flory [23] in 1956 proposed a
temperature-concentration phase diagram for solutions of rodlike polymers.
The Flory diagram (refer to Figure 1.3) is similar to that of ordinary binary
solutions, except for the “chimney” biphasic region that extends into the
high temperature regime. At low concentrations and high temperatures, the
solution is a single isotropic phase. If both the temperature and
concentration are high, the solution is a single liquid crystalline phase.
These phases are separated at high temperature by a narrow biphasic
regime that becom es much broader at low temperatures [23]. Upon
lowering the temperature of a dilute or semi-dilute solution, it may phase
separate and consist mainly of an isotropic solution, where the polymers are

randomly oriented, in equilibrium with a smaller portion where the polymers
are aligned, forming a liquid crystalline phase.
It was experimentally shown by W ee and Miller in 1971 [24] that a
synthetic polypeptide had a phase diagram similar to the Flory diagram.
Later Miller and coworkers [25] reported that at low temperatures a gel was
formed which was not predicted by the Flory model [23]. Miller suggested
that gelation was the result of spinodal decomposition and polymer
immobility [26], but this has yet to be proved or disproved.
There are basically two mechanisms to describe phase separation of
rodlike polymers: spinodal decomposition and nucleation and growth.
Figure 1.4 shows a schematic comparing the two mechanisms. Both
mechanisms can compete depending upon the concentration, temperature,
rate of quench, etc. The phase diagram for rodlike polymers has a plateau
near the critical point extending over a wide concentration range. As the
concentration enters this plateau region, the metastability gap is thought to
narrow and the competition between spinodal decomposition and nucleation
and growth processes shifts in favor of spinodal decomposition [27].
Spinodal decomposition, introduced by Cahn and Hilliard in 1959
[28,29], essentially says that there are long range concentration fluctuations
of small amplitude in the solution. Upon reducing the quality of the solvent
and quickly traversing the metastability gap of the phase diagram, the
amplitudes of these fluctuations increase dramatically until complete
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Figure 1.3 Flory phase diagram for rodlike polymers
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Figure 1.4
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Schematic of spinodal decomposition and nucleation and

separation occurs. Complete separation becom es difficult if the fluctuations
become trapped or hindered by gelation. This type of mechanism is usually
detected by small angle scattering techniques where a ring scattering
pattern is observed upon gelation, reflecting the regularity of structures
commonly produced by spinodal decomposition. As gelation proceeds, the
ring's intensity increases and its diameter collapses. Observation of the
ring pattern is not enough to prove spinodal decomposition. The growth
rate of the scattering intensity divided by the square of the scattering
wavevector magnitude is predicted for classical decomposition to be linearly
dependent upon the square of the scattering wavevector magnitude [28,29].
However, non-linearity is not enough evidence to reject a decomposition
mechanism because of the limitations to the Cahn-Hilliard theory. The
failure of their theory to include higher order terms in the Taylor expansion
for the free energy function and to include the effects of thermal fluctuations
has been used to explain the nonlinearity of the Cahn plots. Changes
involving the linear terms of the free energy may occur too rapidly to be
detected; therefore, only the late stages of phase separation may be
observed [30,31],
An opposing mechanism to spinodal decomposition is nucleation and
growth, in which the concentration fluctuations are intense and short
ranged. Upon reduction in solvent quality, the fluctuations grow in space
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but not in amplitude. This mechanism occurs when, upon crossing the
binodal of the phase diagram, the solution becomes caught in the
metastability gap [27].
HOW DO WE STUDY GELS?

The mechanism for gelation of rodlike polymers is poorly understood;
however, there are some systems that are better understood than others.
For these systems there exists enough evidence for one mechanism to be
chosen over another. The work presented here involves two such systems
and one where the mechanism is still controversial. Chapter 2 is concerned
with poly (p-phenylenebenzobisthiazole), PBT. This very rigid polymer is
suspected to gel via spinodal decomposition [32]. It is a relatively new
polymer that is difficult to study, so the experimental evidence is limited.
PBT’s natural fluorescence allows the gelation process to be followed with
epifluorescence video microscopy. The advantage compared to some gel
systems studied by microscopy [30,31] is that the contrast mechanism is
known. Hydroxypropyl cellulose, HPC, in water is more strongly believed to
gel via spinodal decomposition [33-35], Results from differential scanning
calorimetry, DSC, experiments on HPC gels will be presented in Chapter 3
to clarify the interaction at the molecular level which may halt phase
separation before completion. The last system to be studied is poly (ybenzyl-a,L-glutamate), PBLG, in toluene. This polymer has been widely

studied but its gelation mechanism to date is not resolved. There is some
evidence favoring spinodal decomposition [25,36] and there is some
evidence that it is the result of crystallization [26,37]. Chapter 4 discusses
the possibility of a percolative type mechanism for gelation and provides
additional results from fight scattering and DSC that shed light on the
mobility of the system before, during, and after gelation. Chapter 5 will
provide some concluding remarks on the experiments performed and a road
map for further studies of gelation of rodlike polymers.

CHAPTER TWO: POLY(p-PHENYLENEBENZOBISTHIAZOLE)
INTRODUCTION

Poly(p-phenylenebenzobisthiazole), PBT, shown below, is a
synthetic rigid-rod polymer that is very stable both chemically and thermally
[38-41].

POLY(p-PHENYLENEBENZOBISTHIAZOLE)
It is thermally stable to temperatures exceeding ~600°C [42] and is only
soluble in harsh solvents like strong sulfonic acids. Upon dissolution, the
acid protonates the polymer to form a macroion. Freezing point depression
measurements have shown a degree of protonation of 2-4 protons per
repeat unit [39]. In solution the polymers form nematic liquid crystals
[43,44]. Such crystals are formed when the polymers align side-by-side.
Fibers and films made from polymers like PBT have high thermal and
chemical stability and are usually very strong [44]. Fibers spun from
nematic solutions of PBT in methane sulfonic acid have tensile moduli
greater than 2000 g/denier and tenacities exceeding 20 g/denier [42].
Three dimensional materials with similar high performance properties would
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be desirable, although this technology requires much additional
improvement [45].
Rodlike polymers can be dispersed in a matrix of more flexible
polymers to form composite materials [46]. The high strength rods act as
reinforcers and give the composite better mechanical properties than
materials that are not reinforced [47]. PBT has been used in composites
with a variety of flexible polymers such as Nylon [32], benzimidazole [47]
and PTFE [48],
The necessity of using harsh solvents like sulfuric acid makes PBT
difficult to study. PBT/H2S 0 4 also fluoresces making traditional light
scattering experiments difficult. However, the fluorescence gives ample
contrast for epi-fluorescence microscopy and other fluorescence
experiments. Russo and coworkers [38], using epi-fluorescence video
microscopy, have shown that large bicontinuous inhomogeneities initially
present upon cooling give way to a smaller porous structure that may
circumstantially indicate a spinodal-like mechanism, but the growth of the
inhomogeneities was not quantified. In contrast, Cohen and Thomas [49],
using X-ray diffraction, report the existence of crystal solvates in slowly
coagulated solutions of PBT in phosphoric acid and water. The resultant
gel is stabilized by crystalline regions containing both polymer and solvent.
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Differential scanning calorimetry was used to confirm the existence of the
crystalline regions [49].
Polymer solution studies rely heavily upon scattering data. It is,
therefore, desirable to characterize highly opaque sam ples like PBT/H2SO4
for comparison with scattering data from more transparent polymer
solutions. With image processing technology, it is now possible to take
digital images and extract scattering type data from the power spectrum of
their Fourier transform. This type of analysis was used by Chowdhury and
Russo [30] in a study of PBLG in N.N’-Dimethylformamide.
The earlier epi-fluorescence video microscopy experiment on
PBT/H2SO4 has been repeated with Fourier transform analysis to

quantitatively characterize a preformed gel (refer to Static sections starting
on page 31). This type of analysis along with differential scanning
calorimetry, has also been performed upon formation of the gel network in
an attempt to determine the mechanism of gelation (refer to Gelation/Phase

Separation Transition and following sections starting on page 66).
EXPERIMENTAL

Bulk Solutions
PBT was obtained from the U.S. Air Force with intrinsic viscosities,
fo], of either 15.8 dl/g or 26.7 dl/g corresponding to molecular weights of
37,000 and 27,500 daltons [41]. Solutions of various concentrations of
polymer in sulfuric acid, H2SO4 (98% Fischer Scientific) were prepared in
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vials with PTFE screw tops. Each solution was then heated to ~100-110°C
for several days to ensure complete dissolution.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry
A 2.0% PBT ([rj] = 26.7 dl/g) / H2SO4 solution was prepared for
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on a Seiko DSC 220C from Seiko
Scientific Instruments. An aliquot of 22 pg was loaded into a silver sample
pan designed for solutions and then hermetically sealed. An empty sealed
silver pan was used a s a reference. On heating runs, the temperature was
raised from 25°C to 150°C at a rate of 5°C/min with a sampling time of 0.5 s.
Repeat runs were performed on each sample. For the cooling runs, the
temperature was lowered from 150°C to 25°C at a rate of -2.5°C/min with
repeat runs again being performed.

Environmental Scanning Electron Microscopy
An aliquot of a 1% PBT ([q] = 26.7 dl/g) in sulfuric acid was placed
in an open silver calorimetry pan and placed inside of an Electroscan Model
III Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope. The microscope was
equipped with a JVC VHS video recorder and a Polaroid still camera.

Optical Microscopy
Sample Preparation: After complete dissolution, solutions were
loaded into flat glass capillary tubes
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(Vitrodynamics) and flame sealed. Other solutions were placed on
microscope slides with concave wells and covered with glass cover slips.
The cover slip was sealed to the slide with silicon vacuum grease.
Old Hardware: Early microscope experiments were performed on an
Olympus BH optical microscope with attachments for epi-fluorescence and
polarized light experiments. Images could be recorded either by a still
camera (Olympus 35mm ) or a video camera (MTI Sit 66 from Dage Inc.)
connected to a VCR (JVC Super VHS). To achieve greater magnification, a
rail system was developed to allow the video camera to be moved farther
away from the image. Because no optical lenses are used to enhance the
magnification, this technique is called empty magnification and occurs when
the magnification is increased beyond the point of maximum resolution [50],
The maximum useful magnification that can be obtained is -1000X the
numerical aperture, NA, of the objective. For example, if an oil immersion
objective with a NA of 1.25 is used, the maximum magnification would be
1250X. For video microscopy empty magnification also increases the
number of pixels covered by any particular detail of an image. This allows
the features of the image to be sampled by several pixels instead of
collapsing them into one.
To achieve empty magnification, a mirror housing and adjustable
cam era rail were designed (refer to Fig. 2.1). The mirror reflects the image

Figure 2.1 Empty magnification apparatus for video microscopy

90° from the optical tube of the microscope through a telescoping tube to a
video camera that sits on a rail. The rail allows the horizontal position of
the camera, i.e. the distance from the image, to be varied and thus
changing the empty magnification. The rail is mounted on ordinary lab
jacks that can be adjusted to match the height of the optical tube of the
microscope. This height depends upon the kind of microscopy to be
performed. For instance, the optics needed for epifluorescence will cause
the height to be greater than those needed for polarized light microscopy.
New Hardware: The Olympus microscope was replaced with a K2 Bio
confocal microscope (Technical Instrument Co.) that provided cleaner
images in epi- fluorescence. With the confocal microscope, the incident
light is focused to a single plane in the sample through spiral slits if using
first degree confocal or dots for second degree. The slits and dots are
located on a rotating disc in the rear focal plane of the objective. The
emitted or reflected light from the plane in focus is then refocussed through
the slits. This type of microscope allows for optical sectioning of the sample
and reduces interference from planes that are out of focus in the sample.
The images collected with the video camera can be digitally
enhanced with image processing boards (Image Technology) supported by
WHIP software, (Wyndham Hannaway Image Processing, Hannaway and
Assoc.) or with an image processing board by Scion supported by IMAGE

software (National Institutes of Health). Each system has its own
advantages and disadvantages. The WHIP system is much more powerful.
It will allow real time processing and 512 x 512 fast Fourier transforms in
two dimensions, but is more complicated to use for simple image
enhancem ents like enhancing and equalizing the contrast. Both tasks are
easily performed with the IMAGE system from pull down menus under the
Macintosh’s operating system. The IMAGE system is capable of performing
fast Fourier transforms but at a maximum size of 256 x 256. For the
purposes of this study, the Image system was only used to show some
simple enhancem ents that can be performed on digital images to highlight
features that might otherwise go unnoticed. All of the quantitative data
presented here are taken from 512 x 512 transforms from the WHIP system.
Generally speaking, the Image system is better for qualitative presentation
and simple quantitative analysis like particle sizing. The WHIP system is
better for transform analysis and live enhancements.
Software: The purpose of video microscopy in this project was to
visualize changes in the samples upon gelation and to fast Fourier
transform the images to obtain the equivalent of their small angle scattering
patterns. Both image systems perform the transforms, but neither provides
a way to quantitatively analyze the pattern or manipulate the data.
Programs were written to take the ASCII files of the transformed images and
perform radial averages of the scattering pattern.
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Between the first step of capturing the image and the final step of obtaining
a graph of the radially averaged intensities several processes are invoked.
T hese are detailed in the Appendix.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Static Microscopy
Figure 2.2 shows a series of photographs taken at different depths,
z, of a 1% gel made from PBT [r\] = 15.8 dl/g in H2S 0 4. Four
representations of each slice are shown. The top left picture is the original
image. This image was taken with the second degree confocal disk in place
which, a s previously mentioned, allows for optical sectioning through the
sample. The objective was 63x with a NA = 0.90 and a collar setting of 13.8
to provide sharper images. The eye piece was 6.7x. In order to reduce the
noise, the images were averaged over 128 frames using the WHIP system.
The lower left picture is the power spectrum of the 2-dimensional,
512 x 512 fast Fourier transform, FFT2d, after applying the Blackman
windowing function. The scale in inverse space is called the spatial
frequency constant, K, and for Figure 2.2, K = 0.1005 pm*1/pixel. (For more
information on performing the Fourier transforms refer to the Appendix.)
The intensities of the power spectra were multiplied by 15 for display
purposes only, i.e., all calculations were performed prior to multiplication.
T hese power spectra are approximately equivalent to the scattering

patterns obtained from low angle scattering methods [29]. Features of the
scattering pattern are used to determine structural a s well a s mechanistic
properties of the system studied. For example, if a ring-like scattering
pattern is observed, the structure has strong spatial correlation and is not
considered to be the result of aggregation or of a random nucleation
mechanism. Such a pattern is sometimes associated with spinodal
decomposition [27,28]. On the other hand, if the superstructures are
aligned and thus crystalline, the scattering pattern will have striations
perpendicular to the direction of the superstructural alignment. As can be
seen in Figure 2.2, the power spectra show little or no detailed features.
The two pictures on the right were obtained by converting the original
picture from WHIP “.pic" format to TIFF format and importing into the Image
system. The top right picture is the result from performing contrast
enhancement or “sliding" which is done by simply adding a constant
brightness to each pixel of the image. The lower right picture results from
contrast equalization or “stretching” which occurs after multiplication of a
constant to each pixel. Both the terms sliding and stretching originate from
the effects each operation has on the gray scale histogram of the original
image. Upon sliding, the density profile is shifted to brighter values. Upon
stretching, the profile is flattened or stretched so that the darkest region
corresponds to 0 and the brightest to 255 (assuming 0=black and
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255=white) [51]. Both operations help to elucidate the structure in low
intensity, low contrast images like those in Figure 2.2.
It is obvious from these images that micro-phase separation has
occurred. The polymer rich regions are bright from the naturally fluorescent
PBT. Unfortunately, the light levels are too low in this system to use the
empty magnification enhancements discussed in the experimental section,
so all of the photographs are taken without empty magnification. Also
because of the low light levels, a more sensitive camera (ISIT 66 from
Dage-MTI) was borrowed to help obtain the gel images for this section.
There are at least two different kinds of structures in the gel. The fibrous
structure in Figure 2.2d is near the surface but not in contact with the
coverslip, and thus may not be attributed to direct contact surface effects.
Deeper into the sample a second pillow-type structure is observed. The two
structures were not observed to occur together. The fibrous structure was
observed in all samples studied, but the pillow-type structure was not
always seen. The presence of two structures may imply the existence of
microgels (pillow-type structure) coexistent with a macrogel network (fibrous
structure). The formation of the microgels may be subject to thermal history
effects; therefore, it may not always be present. The two structures may
also stem from inhomogeneities. Gel networks are not perfect by uniform
and it is common for them to possess a high degree of inhomogeneity [52].

ORIGINAL

z - depth
in pm

POWER
SPECTRUM

CONTRAST
ENHANCEMENT

CONTRAST
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Figure 2.2 The TOP LEFT photographs are original images of 1% PBT[h] = 15.8 dl/g in hUSOjgel at different
depths, z, of the sample (depths indicated along side each picture in mm from Figure 2.2a). These images were
taken with the second degree confocal disk in place. The objective was 63x with a NA = 0.90 and a collar setting of
13.8. The eye piece was 6.7x. The images were averaged over 128 frames using the WHIP system, {scale 1’ = 16
urn} The LOWER LEFT photographs are the power spectra of a 512 x 512 FFT2d after applying the Blackman
windowing function and multiplying the intensity of each pixel by 15. {K = 0.1005 mm'1 / pixel}. The TOP RIGHT
photographs are TIFF format images of the original after contrast enhancement performed with the Image system.
The BOTTOM RIGHT photographs are TIFF format images of the original after contrast equalization with the
Image system. (Figure cont’d)
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Figure 2.3 shows the fibrous structure at higher magnification (100x oil
immersion objective with NA = 1.25, eye piece had magnification of 6.7x).
Environmental scanning electron microscopy experiments, which
allow the observation of wet samples, were attempted to elucidate the
structure of PBT/H2SO 4 at much higher magnification. The microscope uses
the solvent, usually water, to transmit the reflected electrons. The acid
used for the solvent in the PBT gels proved to be a poor medium for the
electrons and thus the image could not be resolved.

Static Transform Analysis
As mentioned above, the power spectrum obtained by Fourier
transformation is approximately equivalent to the scattering pattern from low
angle scattering experiments. Hence, it is possible to quantify some
characteristics of the sample by analyzing functions of the intensity
envelope as functions of k, the spatial frequency in where k = K*(distance in
pixels). Figure 2.4 shows the radial averages of the intensities of the power
spectra at depths corresponding to the pillow-type structure in Figure 2.2 as
a function of k. All of the data sets have similar shapes and have a
maximum occurring at k = 0 with a shoulder at k = 0.201 pm'1. This spike at
k = 0 can clearly be seen in all of the photographs of the power spectra in
Figure 2.2 and is called the dc spike. Since this spike is always present we
can use the spectrum obtained at z = 0 a s a background correction and
subtract it from the other data sets (refer to Figure 2.5).
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a
z = 0 jam

Figure 2.3 Photograph of fibrous structure at higher magnification (1 OOx oil
immersion objective with NA -1 .2 5 , eye piece had magnification of 6.7x,
frame averaged 256x). Distances indicated are from x =0 in Figure 2.3a
and increase with depth, {scale: r = 10pm} Same sample a s in Figure
2.2. (Figure cont’d)
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z = 3.75 nm

z = 5.0 jxm

Figure 2.5 shows that as the depth increases, the intensity envelope
increases and broadens until it reaches a maximum at z = 26.25 pm'1.
Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1 show the position, km«, and magnitude, I„mx, of the
peak at each depth. The peak position is invariant for all except the two
deepest depths. The increase in intensity to a depth of 26.25 pm '1 is clearly
shown. After this depth, the peak begins to decrease in intensity but
remains quite broad. Since k is a ruler in inverse space, the broadness of
the peak corresponds to the inverse size of the structures in the sample. It
appears that there are only small changes in the size after z - 26.25 pm'1.

Table 2.1 Summary o kniax and lm« a s depth increases
slice no. depth
kmax
Imax
/arb. units
/pm
/pm '1
2.56
0.503
13
22.50
23.75
0.503
14
7.17
11.97
25.00
0.503 '
15
26.25
0.503
13.61
16
27.50
0.503
7.17
17
6.55
28.75
1.106
18
1.005
30.00
5.54
19
By manipulating the intensity a s a function of k in a variety of ways, it
is possible to estimate size characteristics of the gel structure. Several of
the common data analysis routines applied to scattering data were tried. A
plot of log I vs log k (refer to Figure 2.7) will give an apparent fractal
dimension, df, over the limited k range studied. Fractals are objects that
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Figure 2.4 Plot of the radial average of the scattering patterns of the
Fourier transforms in Figure 2.2.
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patterns of the Fourier transforms in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.7 Plot of log I vs log k at each depth.
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p ossess regularities and irregularities that are statistical and scaling such
that the objects appear the sam e on any length scale [53]. For apparent
m ass fractals the mass, M, scales with the radius, r, by the apparent fractal
dimension.

M ~ rdf
For solids, df, would be 3 and for Gaussian coils it would be 2. (Mass
fractals are also discussed in Chapter Four). Apparent fractal dimensions
greater than three are possible and are called apparent surface fractal
dimensions, d, [54-57]. For apparent surface fractals, the surface area
scales with the radius by d, where d« is the slope, 6 -D, from a plot log I vs
log q in Figure 2.7 and 2<d*<3.
l(q)~q‘<6‘D) where D is the fractal dimension
of the fractal boundary surface
d. = 6 -D
Figure 2.8 shows the slope of Figure 2.7 a s a function of depth. For all the
depths studied the dimension is equal to or slightly above three within error
which is the correct value for solids. The data are quite noisy and variation
in the slope depends upon which k range is chosen. Table 2.2 summarizes
the k range and the uncertainty of the slope. The noise in the data can be
seen from the linear correlation coefficient, R, for each depth. It would be
difficult with these data to choose if we are determining the apparent m ass
fractal or apparent surface fractal dimension. In the following section on
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Figure 2.8 Apparent fractal dimension as a function of depth
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kinetics a similar treatment will yield lower dimensions indicating that
apparent m ass fractals are probably what is being observed here. If the
structures are apparent m ass fractals, then their mass is scaling with their
size.
Table 2.2 Summary of the Apparent fractal Dimension Data as depth
increases.
_______ _____________________
Corr.
no. of
Apparent
k range
slice no. depth
Coef.R
points
Fractal
/p
m
'1
/pm
Dimension
dfl [error]
27
22.50
1.508 to
0.8432
13
3.17
[0.401
4.220
17
23.75
0.9308
3.01
1.508 to
14
[0.31]
3.216
35
25.00
1.508 to
0.9680
3.14
15
5.025
[0.14]
47
1.508 to
0.9824
26.25
3.19
16
ro.09]
5.567
1.508 to
0.9793
36
3.06
27.50
17
5.126
[0.111
0.9658
28
1.508 to
28.75
2.95
18
4.321
10.15]
38
0.9506
30.00
1.508 to
19
3.09
5.226
[0*17] —

The size of polymers is usually discussed in terms of the radius of gyration,
R0, and can be determined by static scattering measurements. The Rg is
defined by Flory [59] a s “the root-mean-square distance of the collection of
atoms from their common center of gravity: Rg2 = (n+1)'1 Z s 2 where si is the
distance of atom i from the center of gravity", n is the number of bonds and
0 £ i ^ n. It may also be defined in terms of the interatomic distance, rtj, a s

Rg2 = (n+1 )'2 2 n 2 where 0 £ i < j s n. For the case of gels, scattering is not
from individual molecules but inhomogeneities in the gel structure. The
apparent R„ of scatterers can be determined from the slope of a Guinier plot
[60] of In I vs k2 (refer to Figure 2.9). Since we are taking the intensity of a
two dimensional image, the Rg may not be the sam e a s it would be for the
scattering from a three dimensional solution; therefore, we will call it an
apparent radius of gyration and denote it by Rgapp. The Guinier equation
[60] is shown below.
In l(k) = In l(0) - k W / 3
Again, the data in Figure 2.9 are very noisy and the somewhat linear regime
extends only over a short range of k. Figure 2.10 shows that the Rgapp of
the scatterers is fairly constant with depth at an average value of 1 1 0 0 ± 60
nm. The average diameter of the bright regions in Figure 2.2 is ~ 3000 nm.
The distance between the inhomogenieties is called the apparent
correlation length, £ app, and is related to Rgapp by
gapp “

‘> / 6 £ app

if we assum e that the correlation function describing the extent of the
inhomogenieties is exponential and that no penalty is assessed for using a
2-d projection instead of a 3-d object. Figure 2.10 also shows that the
average correlation length is 450 ± 20 nm. Table 2.3 is a compilation of the
data from the Guinier plots.
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slice
no.

depth
/nm

13

22.50

14

23.75

15

25.00

16

26.25

17

27.50

18

28.75

19

30.00

slope /
arb./pm
[error]
0.448
[0.053]
0.387
[0.055]
0.383
[0.040]
0.373
[0.044]
0.382
[0.080]
0.411
[0.0761
0.452
[0.065]

Rgipp £*pp
/nm
/nm
[error] [error]
1160 472
[30]
[13]
1080 439
[80]
[32]
1070 437
[60]
[23]
1060 432
[26]
[60]
1060 435
[1101 [46]
1110 452
MOO] [43]
1160 475
[801
m ....

k range
/pm’1
0.503 to
1.909
0.503 to
1.909
0.603 to
2.010
0.603 to
2.010
1.005 to
1.909
1.005 to
1.909
0.804 to
1.909

Corr.
Coef. R
[no. pts]
0.9210
[151
0.8904
[15]
0.9371
[15]
0.9213
[15]
0.8608
[10]
0.8864
[10]
0.9118
J12],.

The apparent correlation length can be directly measured by the
method introduced by Debye et al. in 1957 [61]. The square root of the ratio
of the slope and the intercept of plot of I

- 1/2

2

vs k (refer to Figure 2.11) will

give £. Figure 2.12 shows that like the earlier results from the Guinier
treatment, both Roapp and 5app are fairly constant with depth about an
average of R(,app = 1300 ± 100 nm and ^ pp = 631 ± 42 nm. These values
are slightly higher than that obtained by the Guinier treatment but still in
respectable agreement with the diameter of 3000 nm measured from the
real images. Table 2.4 summarizes the data from the Debye plots.
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slice
no.

depth
/pm

13

22.50

14

23.75

15

25.00

16

26.25

17

27.50

18

28.75

19

30.00

intercept
/arb. units
[errorl
0.600
[0.0171
0.416
[0.0321
0.333
T0.2201
0.302
[0.020)
0.340
[0.0241
0.291
[0.4131
0.339
[0.059]

slope /
arb./pm
[errorl
0.153
[0.0171
0.120
ro.oi6i
0.099
[0.0111
0.0817
[0.0101
0.071
[0.0121
0.100
ro.oi8i
0.112
[0.0311

£«pp
/nm
[error]
505
[20]
537
[161
544
[13]
519
[16]
460
[31]
585
[1.2L
569
[311

Rgapp
/nm
[error]
1240
[50]
1320
[40]
1330
[301
1270
[40]
1130
[80]
1430
[30]
1390
[80]

k range
/pm *1
0.503 to
1.306
0.503 to
1.909
0.503 to
1.909
0.503 to
1.909
0.503 to
1.909
0.904 to
1.909
0.904 to
1.708

Corr.
Coef. R
[no. pts]
0.9618
[9]
0.8995
[151
0.9257
[15]
0.9106
[15]
0.8479
[15]
0.8782
[111
0.8056
[9]

Attempts were made to confirm the data from the microscope with
small angle X-ray scattering experiments that would significantly extend the
k range available. PBT gels of various concentrations and molecular
weights were loaded into 2 .0 mm glass capillary tubes, centrifuged, flame
sealed and taken to Stanford’s Synchrotron Research Laboratory (SSRL)
Small Angle X-ray Scattering Station 1-4 [62j. However, due to the opacity
of the thick gels caused by the presence of hetereoatoms (namely sulfur)
transmission of the X-rays was greatly diminished. Thin sam ples prepared
between polyimide films were equally difficult to study, because the sulfuric
acid destroyed the polyimide film.

So far it has been shown that video microscopy can be used to
generate scattering-type data on gel systems that prove difficult or
impossible to study by scattering methods. The sizes obtained by Guinier
and Debye treatments correspond well with those measured directly from
the real images. While for this system, direct measurement of the real
image is possible, for others where the contrast is not a s pronounced, direct
measurements may not be possible. In the next section the sam e type of
analysis will be applied to images of a PBT/H2SO4 solution a s it is cooled to
form a gel. The formation of the inhomogenieties a s well a s the effect of
slow cooling on the final gel structure will be investigated.

Gelation/Phase Separation Transition
Figure 2.13 shows a series of photographs taken at different
temperatures a s the solution is cooled from ~140°C at a rate of -10°C/min
through the gelation/phase separation transition. The layout of the
photographs follows that of Figure 2.2. The process was filmed with a
Dage-MTI camera and the images were enhanced by performing a sliding
average of four frames using the WHIP system. The objective is 40x with
NA = 0.70 with a 6.7x eye piece and no confocal disk is in place. The scale
in real space is 1" = 20 pm and in inverse space K = 0.0386 pm'1/ pixel and
1" = 4.4 pm'1. Above the gel transition, the solution is translucent reddish-

brown and the photographs are without feature because there is no
structure. When trying to focus on the sample, this can be a major
complication making capturing the early stages of the transition very
difficult. As the temperature is lowered to 78°C, the solution begins to
change from translucent reddish-brown to opaque bright yellow-green and
large dark solvent "bubbles” give way to hazy structures (refer to Figure
2.13a) that quickly evolve into finer and finer structures (refer to Figures
2.13 b-d).

Kinetic Transform Analysis
Figure 2.14 shows a plot of the intensity of the FFT power spectrum
as a function of k for all the temperatures studied. The dc spike at k=0 is
again present for all data sets; therefore, the data at T = 135°C will be used
as the background and subtracted from the other data sets (refer to Figure
2.15). The peak in Figure 2.15 grows in magnitude starting at T = 79°C and
continuing until T = 75°C . Then it begins to decrease. As stated above,
focusing early enough to catch the onset of the gel transition is difficult.
The exact gel temperature, therefore, may not be known, but from Figure
2.15, the gel point is seen to occur somewhere between 83°C and 79°C. In
order to establish a time frame for the gelling process, t=0 was chosen to
coincide with T=79°C. Figure 2.16 shows that the average intensity of the
sam e area (1 0 0 x 100 pixel square) from near the center of each gel image

ORIGINAL
CONTRAST
ENHANCEMENT

T = Temperature
in °C
(Figure 2.13 cont’d)

POWER
SPECTRUM

CONTRAST
EQUALIZATION

Figure 2.13 The TOP LEFT photographs are original images
of 1% PBT[h] = 15.8
dl/g in H2S 0 4 gel at different temperatures upon cooling from 140°C to 47°C at a rate of 10°C / min. (Temperatures
are indicated along side each picture.) The images were enhanced by performing a sliding average of four frames
using the WHIP system. The objective is 40x with NA= 0.70 with a 6.7x eye piece and no confocal disk is in place,
{scale: 1" = 20 mm} The LOWER LEFT photographs are the power spectra of a 512 x 512 FFT2d after applying
the Blackman windowing function and multiplying the intensity of each pixel by 15. (K - 0.0386 m m ' / pixel 1“ = 4.4
mm'1}. The TOP RIGHT photographs are TIFF format images of the original after contrast enhancement performed
with the Image system. The BOTTOM RIGHT photographs are TIFF format images of the original after contrast
equalization with the Image system. (Figure cont’d)
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in Figure 2.13 does not change. This indicates that the peaks in Figure
2.15 are not due to an increase in fluorescence or of incident light but are
from an increase in the scattering power of the sample. The peak’s position
in Figure 2.15 only slightly varies except that at T = 47°C it moves out
toward higher k. The outward movement of l w implies that smaller
structures are building in. This unusual growth of smaller microdomains
was observed by Russo, et al. [38] in the sam e system but was not
quantified. Figure 2.17 and Table 2.5 show Lax and l w as a function of
temperature and time from gelation.

Table 2.5 Summary of l(max) and k(max) for PBT gelation from Figure 2.15
time
Temp.
(I " lsol)max
kmax
Is
/arb. units
rc
/urn'1
9.09
0.232
77.5
8.50
10.33
0.193
75.0
25.09
0.193
9.25
72.0
41.63
70.0
58.15
0.193
5.50
236.66
0.4632
9.07
47.0

If kmax obeys a scaling relationship with time, it indicates a coarsening of the
structure in the late stages of spinodal decomposition. Langer, Bar-on and
Miller [63] predicted a slope of a plot like Figure 2.17 would have a slope of
0.21. Chowdhury and Russo [30] using video microscopy on PBLG in DMF
gels report a linear dependence of 0.34. The absence of a well-defined ring
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scattering pattern and the non-linearity of Figure 2.17 precludes any
confirmation of a spinodal mechanism.
By again manipulating functions of the intensity with functions of k,
we can determine size characteristics of the emerging gel structure upon
slow formation and compare it to the results of the previous section where
the gel w as formed quickly. Figure 2.18 is a plot of log I vs log k. The slope
of the linear regime of this plot gives the apparent fractal dimension. Figure
2.19 shows that the dimension fluctuates from -1.25 to 2.5 and at T= 47°C,
df = 1.85 ±0.10. This is considerably lower than df- 3 reported in the static
section for a gel of the sam e concentration and molecular weight; however,
it is not unusual for the properties of a gel to be dependent upon the rate of
cooling. (This subject is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four). The
apparent fractal dimensions along with the k range over which they were
obtained are summarized in Table 2.6.
The slope from Guinier [60] plots shown in Figure 2.20 gives the
apparent Rg. The data in Figure 2.20 are of slightly better quality than
those of the static section with linear correlation coefficients all above 0.93
which is still very low (refer to Table 2.7); however, the linear regime in
Figure 2.20 extends over a smaller number of points. Figure 2.21 shows an
overall decrease in Rg a s a function of time with the exception of the point at

77.5 C / 9.09 s
7 5 .0 ° C /2 5 .0 9 s
72.0°C / 41.63 s
7 0 .0 ° C /5 8 .1 5 s
47.0°C / 236.66 s

v vw

log k / ^m'1

Figure 2.18 Plot of log I vs log k from time of gelation.
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Table 2.6 Summary of Apparent Fractal Dimension Data upon PBT gel
formation.
no. of
time
Corr.
Apparent
k range
Temp.
points
Coef.R
Fractal
Is
rc
/pm*1
Dimension
df , [error]
0.9787
29
2.32
0.231 to
77.5
9.09
[-09]
1.312
0.231 to
0.9495
21
25.09
75.0
1.87
1.003
[0.14]
28
0.193 to
0.9664
72.0
41.63
1.43
[0.07]
__ 1.235
0.656 to
0.9663
27
70.0
58.15
2.27
[0.121
1.660
0.9719
22
236.66
0.463 to
47.0
1.85
[0.10]
1.274

t = 58.15 s or T = 70°C. The cause of the deviation of this point is not clear.
Certainly, the images in Figure 2.13i and 2.13j are not significantly different.
It should be noted that the linear regime of both of these data sets extend
only over three points and that significantly different values can be obtained
by extending the fit to higher k. Such an extension would not only decrease
the precision of the fit but would also deviate from the treatment of the other
data sets, which only include the initial slope of the main peak in Figure
2.15. If we ignore the point at T = 70°C, we see that upon slowly cooling
the gel, RBdecreases from 6660 ± 300 nm to 5727 ± 350 nm. The final size
is ~5x that found from the quickly cooled gel in the static section (Rome =
1099 ± 44 nm). The average diameter of the bright regions in Figure 2.13j
is 5000 nm, significantly smaller than the Rg would indicate. The calculated

apparent correlation length decreases from 2700 to 2300 nm. Table 2.7
summarizes the data from Guinier analysis upon gelation.
Table 2.7 Summary of Data from Guinier plot upon gelation.
slope / Rgapp £*pp
Corr.
k range
Temp. time
Coef. R
Is
rc
/pm'1
arb./pm /nm
/nm
[no.
pts]
[error]
ferrorl
[error]
14.817 6660
2719
0.231 to 0.9798
77.5
9.09
0.463
M.3511 [304]
[124]
[7]
2559
0.193 to 0.9688
75.0
25.09
13.131
6268
[134]
0.463
11.370] r328]
[8]
5563
2271
0.193 to 0.9393
72.0
41.63
10.401
[7]
[1.699] [454]
[185] _ 0.425
33.440 9973
4072
0.193 to 0.9835
70.0
58.15
[6.151] [928]
[378]
0.270
[3]
0.9924
10.976
5727
2338
0.463
to
47.0
236.66
[1.359] [356]
0.540
[145]
[3]

There are some differences in the experiments that may warrant
restatement here. The static experiment was performed at a higher
magnification. Due to the possibility of damage to the objective from the
high temperature of the kinetic experiment, a lower magnification objective
was used. Also, because of the desire to optically slice through the quickly
formed gel, the confocal disk was in place for the static gel and not for the
kinetic study. It is unclear at this time what effects either of these two things
have on the measured Rg. However, a new C C D camera, that can image
lower intensity samples and thus allow more frequent use of the confocal
disc, may clarify the effects.
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We can determine how the correlation length changes upon gel
formation by looking at the Debye [61] plots shown in Figure 2.22. The
correlation lengths plotted in Figure 2.23 increase a s the temperature is
lowered to T =70°C and then decrease at T = 47°C. The linear regime of all
the Debye plots extends over nearly the sam e number of points (refer to
Table 2.8), unlike those of the Guinier plot. The final correlation length at T
= 47°C is 876 ± 2 nm, significantly larger than the average from the static
section (^avo = 531 ± 42 nm). Again, the difference may not be simply the
result of cooling rate, but may also be due to experimental differences. The
Rg increases from 1100 to a final value of 2150 nm, which corresponds well
to the measured diameter of 5000 nm from the real images. It is important
to note that the trends for Rg and £ from the Guinier treatment are
decreasing, while they are increasing with the Debye treatment. The Debye
data are more linear and seem to fit the real image data better.
Table 2. 3 Summary of Data from Debye p ot I'1'2 vs
intercept
slope /
Rg«pp
Temp.
£*pp
/arb. units arb./mm /nm
/nm
/°C
[error]
[error]
[error]
[error]
473
1160
1.861
77.5
0.482
[0.0681
[501
[0.161]
[21]
0.551
1.005
741
1820
75.0
[0.0461
[0.0881
[21
[101
2290
0.541
0.619
935
72.0
[0.024]
[0.0341
[51
[101
0.568
0.459
1114
2730
70.0
[0.026]
[0.042]
[26] _ [60]
2150
0.433
876
0.332
47.0
[0.0241
rioi
[0.0291
[2]

<2.
k range
/mm'1
0.231 to
0.888
0.309 to
0.965
0.347 to
1.119
0.309 to
1.081
0.463 to
1.197

Corr.
Coef. R
[no. pts]
0.9447
[181....._
0.9432
[18]
0.9718
[21]
0.9299
[211
0.9633
[20]
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Figure 2.22 Debye plots of PBT during gelation.
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plots for PBT during gelation.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry
The growth of the microdomains observed earlier by Russo et al. [38]
and quantified here were originally [38] not believed to be the result of a
nucleation and growth mechanism; however Cohen and co-workers using
X-ray diffraction on solutions of PBT in phosphoric acid and water found
evidence of crystal solvates [49]. The scattering patterns from the real
images lack a ring structure suggesting that the gelation mechanism is not
spinodal decomposition and may be either nucleation and growth or some
kind of confined or frustrated separation. Melting endotherms from
differential scanning calorimetry would indicate the possible presence of
crystalline junction points stabilizing the gel network a s reported by Cohen
[49] and could determine the amount of energy associated with the
formation or melting of the gel. Figure 2.24 shows DSC traces for a 2%
PBT([r|] = 26.7 dl/g) in sulfuric acid. Both the heating curve (refer to Figure
2.24a) and the cooling cun/e (refer to Figure 2.24b) lack any sign of passing
through an enthalpic transition. The lack of a endo/exotherm does not
necessarily rule out the existence of a crystalline mechanism. The
calorimeter used (Seiko 220C) is not well suited for solutions because the
volume held by the sample pan is small and at such low concentrations,
most of that volume is consumed by the solvent. If the crystals are present
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Figure 2.24 DSC traces for 2% PBT in sulfuric acid a) heating run
cooling run.
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but are very small, they may not be detectable. However, the sam e
calorimeter successfully followed hydrogen bonding in HPC (refer to
Chapter Three), so it is not that insensitive.
CONCLUSIONS
PBT is both thermally and chemically stable and can be dissolved
upon protonation by strong acids. T hese are appealing properties from an
advanced materials perspective. While PBT may hold promise for the
production of high performance composites and fibers, its use in the
fundamental study of the behavior of rodlike polymers in solution is
probably limited to only a few experiments.
In this chapter we have used video microscopy to visualize the gel
structure at different depths of the sample and to observe the structure as it
is formed upon slow cooling. By analyzing the power spectra of the fast
Fourier transforms, it was shown that the smaller microdomains first
observed by Russo et al. [38] develop from larger inhomogeneities that are
formed first upon gelation, and that the size characteristics are significantly
different than those of the quickly cooled gel. The results from video
microscopy of both experiments are summarized in Table 2.9. It remains to
be seen if these differences can completely be attributed to the cooling rate
or if experimental differences play a role. It is obvious that more
experiments need to be performed before any definitive statem ents can be
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made, but what can be said is that video microscopy can be used to
quantitatively study systems that prove too difficult or even impossible to
study by other, more traditional techniques.
Thermal analysis proved fruitless either because of the lack of
sufficient sensitivity of the instrument used or because of the lack of energy
associated with the gel transition. Video microscopy experiments yielded
no ring-like scattering patterns that are associated with spinodal
decomposition. Thus, at this point, it is impossible to say by what
mechanism this system phase separates, but a classical spinodal
decomposition mechanism does not appear to be indicated. However, it is
difficult to capture the formation of the initial large inhomogenieties that
appear to form rapidly. Their formation may be spinodal in nature but may
become frustrated by gelation. This frustration is believed to occur in
aqueous gelatin gels with methanol added [64,65]. In Chapter Three
aqueous solutions of hydroxypropyl cellulose are studied with differential
scanning calorimetry. This polymer has been studied by time resolved light
scattering and is believed to phase separate via spinodal decomposition
[33-35].
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Table 2,9 Summary of video microscopy experiments on PBT gelation
Temp.
Static'
77.5
47.0
75.0
70.0
72.0
/°C
time
9.09
236.66
25.09
41.63
58.15
/s
Imax
/arb.
8.50
10.35
9.07
9.25
5.50
units
0.232
0.193
0.193
0.193
0.463
kmax
/urn'1
D,
2.32
1.87
3.09
1.43
1.85
2.67
ferrorl
[0.09]
[0.14]
[0.10]
[0.10]
[0.07]
[0.12]
k range
0.231 to 0.231 to 0.193 to 0.656 to 0.463 to
1.312
/mm'1
1.003
1.274
1.235
1.660
6270
1140
5560
9970
5730
Rg appGuinler 6660
/nm
[300]
[330]
[401
[450]
[930]
[360]
ferrorl
466
2560
2270
2340
4070
4 appGuinler 2720
[120]
[15]
/nm
[130]
[180]
[140]
[380]
ferrorl
0.231 to 0.193 to 0.193 to 0.193 to 0.463 to
kGulnler
0.463
range
0.540
0.463
0.425
0.270
/mm'1
1230
1810
2150
2730
2290
Rg app Debye 1160
[50]
/nm
[10]
[60]
[40]
[10]
[10]
ferrorl
473
741
501
935
1114
876
^ appDebye
[21]
[15]
/nm
[26]
[2]
[5]
[2]
[error]
0.231 to 0.309 to 0.347 to 0.309 to
0.463 to
koebye
0.888
range
0.965
1.119
1.197
1.081
/pm'1
‘Size dimensions taken from averages at different depths at room
temperature

CHAPTER THREE: HYDROXYPROPYL CELLULOSE
INTRODUCTION

Hydroxypropyl cellulose, shown below, is a polysaccharide that is
soluble in water and a variety of organic solvents.

n
CH3
R = H, CH2CH2CH3, OR

Hydroxypropyl Cellulose

Its solubility is determined by the number of OH groups available for
hydrogen bonding with the solvent. Depending upon the degree of propyl
substitution, it can be highly branched and is usually polydisperse when
purchased. It is a semiflexible rodlike polymer with a persistence length,
a -100 A [66,67]. Cellulose derivatives differ from most other polymers in
that the phase diagram is inverted - i.e., gelation and phase separation
occur upon heating instead of cooling. In the isotropic phase at low
temperatures, water molecules surrounding the polymer form a matrix [68]
As the temperature is raised, the water matrix begins to disintegrate, and
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the hydrophobic parts of the polymer begin to align to form liquid crystals.
Using small angle light scattering, Kyu and Mukherjee [34] showed that
HPC (M = 60,000) undergoes phase separation via spinodal decomposition.
In the sam e study, a temperature-concentration phase diagram was
established by cloud point measurements.
In this study differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is used to
determine the amount of energy involved in and the onset temperature of
the phase transition, and to determine the amount of water bound to the
HPC molecules. The first part of this chapter is a study to determine the
concentration and molecular weight dependence of the enthalpy of
demixing and to investigate the gelation mechanism (refer to the Enthalpy of
Demixing section beginning on page 103). The second part is a study to
determine the amount of water bound to HPC (refer to the Enthalpy of
Fusion section beginning on page 114). Earlier fluorescence
photobleaching recovery (FPR) experiments from this lab [69] showed that
the diffusion of a dye probe was significantly hindered by the presence of
HPC and suggested that enough water was bound to the polymer to
increase its effective volume by a factor of three. DSC was used to
determine if enough water was bound to cause the three-fold increase in
volume inaccessible to the dye.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Several aqueous solutions of varying concentrations of HPC-300K
(M=300000) and HPC-60K (M=60000) (Scientific Polymer Products, Inc.)
were prepared for differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on a Seiko DSC
220C from Seiko Scientific Instruments. Trace amounts of sodium azide,
NaN3l (Aldrich Chemical) were added as a preservative. In order to obtain
concentrations >40% (w/w%), dilute solutions were prepared and then
evaporated to the desired concentrations. Each solution was allowed to
equilibrate for more than six months. Aliquots of <25pg were loaded into
aluminum sample pans designed for liquid samples and then hermetically
sealed. Several reference pans, one empty and some filled with various
amounts of water and some filled with various amounts of alumina, were
tried. The empty pans gave the best results. Each sample pan was
weighed before and after the experiment to ensure that no weight was lost.
For the demixing experiments, the temperature was raised from 5°C to 95°C
at a rate of 1°C/min with a sampling time of 0.5 s. Repeat runs were
performed on each sample. Between repeat runs, the samples were rapidly
quenched (-30°C/min) to the starting temperature. For the heat of fusion of
water experiments the temperature was raised from -35°C to +25°C at a
rate of 2.5°C/min and repeat runs were performed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Enthalpy of Demixing
Hydroxypropyl cellulose in water was the first gelling system to he
studied in our lab with the Seiko DSC 220C. DSC traces from HPC-300K
show that an endotherm is present near 40°C for all of the concentrations
studied (refer to Figure 3.1). Endotherms for HPC-60K were similar to
those of HPC-300K with transition temperatures also near 40°C . There is a
minor slope in the baseline due to the start-up pulse. To prevent
interference from this, the experiment should be started at a temperature
well below that of the transition temperature. The Seiko DSC 220C is
cooled by liquid nitrogen which allows cooling to - -190°C. At low weight
percent of HPC-300K, the onset temperatures of the endotherms
correspond well with the cloud point temperatures previously observed in
our lab [70] and elsewhere[34,71] (refer to Figure 3.2).
From this phase diagram, it is easy to se e that cholesteric liquid
crystals phase separate at lower temperatures than isotropic solutions
made from the sam e molecular weight polymer. This result supports the
suggestion that the chains in the crystalline phase are more hydrophobic
than in the isotropic phase [68]. Certainly, the chains are less exposed to
the solvent in the crystalline phase; therefore, there is less of an opportunity
to form polymer-solvent hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 3.2 Phase diagram for HPC at different molecular weights. Open
symbols represent liquid crystal morphology at room temperature, partially
filled symbols represent biphasic morphology, and solid symbols represent
isotropic morphology. Data from HPC-1M and HPC-60K were obtained by
cloud point [62]. Data from HPC-300K are from DSC measurements and no
attempt was made to determine room temperature morphology.

The area under the endotherm is the amount of heat involved in the
transition. If the enthalpy in Cal/g of polymer is plotted against
concentration of solution, the enthalpy decreases linearly with increasing
concentration (refer to Figure 3.3). Also plotted in Figure 3.3 are the results
published by Robitaille and coworkers [68]. Large error bars indicate that
our data are very noisy but are in good agreement with those of ref. [68].
Robitaille reports "perfectly linear" results from a Calvet calorimeter that is
better suited for liquid samples than the Seiko 220C because larger
samples (15 ml vs 15 jxl) and slower heating rates (0.1 °C/min vs 1.0
°C/min) can be used with the Calvet. In light of the agreement of our results
and Robitaille’s, it is important to note that a simple calorimeter can be used
to obtain good quality data to determine the degree of substitution.
Robitaille's polymer was also fractionated, while our solutions were made
from polydisperse samples of commercial HPC that has various degrees of
substitution. Because hydrogen bonding is so important in the gelation of
this system and because the number of OH groups on the cellulose chain
depends upon the molecular weight and degree of substitution, using well
characterized fractions of HPC might lead to even better agreement
between the two experiments.
Upon extrapolating our data in Figure 3.3 to Whpc = 0, the enthalpy of
demixing reached a maximum of 6.31 Cal/g. This is in fairly good
agreement with the results in ref. [68]. The transition temperature (-43°C)
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Figure 3.3 Enthalpy of melting in Cal/g of HPC vs concentration. Circles
are from Ref. [68]. Line is best fit for data from ref. [68].
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corresponds to a mean substitution of -5.5 propyl groups per
anhydroglucose unit. This is considerably more than the manufacturer's
claim of 3.2-3.5. A mean substitution of 5.5 corresponds to a mass of 480
g/mol of anhydroglucose unit, so the enthalpy is 3.1 kCal/mol of
anhydroglucose. This implies that at least 1-2 mol of water-water hydrogen
bonds are formed. The actual number is probably higher because the
energy measured is not just that required to displace the water, but also
reflects the energy gained by formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds of
both the polymer and solvent in the demixed state.
AHmeasured = AHhpC- H2„0 “ AHhpC-HPC " AHho
-H2.,0
2
In another DSC study [72,73] on aqueous solutions of agarose, a
polysaccharide that is believed to phase separate via spinodal
decomposition [74,75], the DSC traces showed an endotherm on heating
associated with the gel-sol transition that increased linearly with
concentration. The traces also showed an exotherm that reached a
maximum size at 25 w/w%. The authors report that the exotherm is from an
increase in ordered regions caused by molecular rearrangements prior to
melting the gel network. X-ray diffraction in the sam e studies showed the
presence of crystallinity beginning at 25 w/w% [72,73]. For HPC, the DSC
traces in Figure 3.1 showed no exotherms in the temperature range studied.
The absence of an exotherm may not indicate the absence of polymerpolymer crystalline regions in that the degree of crystallinity may be too

small to be detected with DSC. Robitaille and coworkers [68] using their
solution calorimeter do not report the presence of an exotherm prior to gel
melting; therefore, let us speculate for the time being that the junction points
stabilizing the gel network are not polymer-polymer crystals but polymersolvent crystals or compounds, such as those believed involved with the
gelation of isotactic polystyrene [76]. If we assum e the formation of a
polymer-solvent compound and plot the enthalpy of demixing in Cal/g of
solution (refer to Figure 3.4), it is possible to determine the stoichiometric
composition, CT, of that compound [27], For HPC-300K, Ct30ok= 0.353
(w/w) corresponding to 48 water molecules per anhydroglucose unit if a
mean substitution of 5.5 [69] is assumed. Due to the non-linearity of the
data from HPC-60K (also plotted in Figure 3.4), Cy6okcould not be
determined.

Enthalpy of Fusion
Figure 3.5 shows the DSC traces of the HPC solutions measured
through the melting transition of the solvent. Because the water molecules
bound to HPC are not susceptible to freezing like the free water, the size of
the endotherms is a measurement of the amount of frozen water [77,16,
27]. By plotting the heat of water fusion measured from heating cycles
(refer to Figure 3.6), the amount of water bound to HPC-300K can be
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Figure 3.6 Enthalpy of fusion per gram of HPC vs water/HPC mass ratio.

estimated [77], The slope of 78.4 Cal/g (cooling cycles resulted in a slope
of 70.6 Cal/g for HPC-300K) are in close agreement with the known value of
79.8 Cal/g for water fusion [78]. The x-axis intercept is the amount of water
not frozen and thus, the amount of water bound to the HPC molecules.
Allowing for the large errors at the highest HPC concentrations, about 0.4 g
of H20 is bound to each gram of HPC (± 25%). With a substitution of 5.5
propyl groups per anhydroglucose unit, approximately eleven H20
molecules are bound to each anhydroglucose unit or two per hydroxyl
group. This means that the effective volume of the polymer i.e., the volume
of the polymer and water, is - 1.5 times the volume of just the polymer [69].
Each anhydroglucose unit has 11 bound water molecules that are totally
excluded from freezing to form a primary solvent shell. Each of these H20
molecules may trap three others that can be frozen. These loosely bound
molecules form a secondary solvent shell that may not hinder probe
diffusion but prevent phase separation from going to completion. Although
the validity of the assumption under which the 48 bound water molecules
was determined may be speculative at best, phase separation via spinodal
decomposition has been shown previously to be frustrated or “pinned"
before going to completion [64,65], and a similar effect may occur in
solutions of PBT in sulfuric acid (refer to Chapter Two).
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CONCLUSIONS
Differential scanning calorimetry has been used to study aqueous
HPC gels. Table 3.1 summarizes the results from HPC-60K and Table 3.2
shows the results of HPC-300K. The DSC traces show no indications of the
growth of ordered regions prior to gel melting as seen by W atase in
agarose gels [71,72]. Upon speculation of the existence of polymer-solvent
junction points, 48 water molecules / anhydroglucose units were calculated
for the stoichiometry of the compound.
By measuring the heat of fusion of the solvent, 11 molecules of water
/ anhydroglucose unit were found to form a primary solvent shell that is
excluded from freezing. It was shown that the heat of fusion experiment
would lead to a lower estimate of the number.of bound solvent molecules.
The lack of direct evidence for polymer-polymer junction points and
the evidence supporting water molecules bound to the HPC molecules
suggest that, regardless of the mechanism by which phase separation may
begin, it is not allowed to go to completion. The barrier for separation may
be caused by the secondary solvent shell formed from the three water
molecules trapped by each water molecule directly bound to the HPC. This
frustration has been reported in other aqueous systems [64,65] and may be
present in the PBT/H2SO 4 gels discussed in Chapter Two.
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Chapters Two and, especially, Three have dealt with polymers in
which spinodal decomposition was thought to play a role in phase
separation. Some clarification of that role was necessary, and it was shown
that spinodal decomposition may play varying degrees of importance, but it
is not the sole player. In Chapter Four, gelation of PBLG in toluene is
studied by light scattering and DSC. The mechanism for phase separation
in this system is still debated between a spinodal mechanism [25,36] and a
crystallization mechanism [26,37]. Some results in Chapter Four will be
interpreted in terms of another mechanism, general percolation transition in
which specific details such as solvent shells and polymer-solvent
complexes are ignored.

Table 3.1 Summary of DSC Data on HPC-60K

Concentration
Weight percent
gHPC/gsolution%

10
14.5
20.2
25.4
31.4
35.0
38.7

Temperature
of demixing
(Cl*
[error]
42.7
[0.0]
42.8
[0.1]
42.8
[0.2]
42.8
[0.11
42.1
[0.2]
41.7
[0.3]
42.0
[0.1]

AHoemix

AHoemix

AHf Water

AH( Water

(Cal/Qtoi)
[error]b

(Cal/gHpc)
[error]b

0.562
[0.012]
0.669
[0.048]
0.613
[0.014]
0.729
[0.012]
1.091
[0.037]
1.083
[0.0691
1.076
[0.0411

5.52
[0.12]
4.56
[0.12]
3.10
[0.07]
2.89
[0.07]
3.39
[0.12]
3.11
[0.22]
2.68
[0.24]

(kCal/gHpc)
Heating cycles
[error]6
0.681
[0.0051
0.431
[0.0041
0.308
[0.002]
0.247
[0.0001
0.124
[0.007]
0.109
[0.000]
0.103
[0.000]

(kCal/gHpc)
Cooling cycles
[error]6
0.590
[0.002]
0.390
ro.oos]
0.282
[0.001]
0.222
[0.000]
0.116
[0.002]
0.094
[0.000]
0.093
[0.000]

in tersection of tangents drawn to "baseline" and "peak" regions of DSC trace. First deflection of baseline differs
increasingly from this value a s HPC content increases.
^errors are from repeat runs

Table 3.2 Summary of DSC Data on HPC-300K
Concentration Weight
percent
gHPC/gsotution%

Temperature
of demixing
<C> \
[error]

4.55
6.1

9.4
14.0
18.0
23.1
31.4
34.8
39.8
46.9
55.0

.

42.0
[0.1]
41.9
[0.2]
42.3
[0.2]
43.0
[0.0]
42.6
[0.1]
42.5
[0.1]
41.8
[0-0]
40.9
[0.0]
41.0
[0.1]
39.8
[0.11
40.5
[03L

AHoemn
(Cal/Qgof)
[error]

0.247
0.0141
0.374
10.0281
0.478
[0.000]
0.717
[0.0001
0.797
[0.050]
0.964
[0.0371
1.270
[0.0371
1.386
T0.0731
1.307
10.0501
1.083
[0.0551
0.749
[0.0281
[

AHoeinbi
(Cal/gHPc)
[error]

5.80
[0-3]
6.12
[0.271
5.29
[0.101
4.81
[0.701
4.33
[0.17] __
4.26
[0.241
4.14
[0.051
3.80
ro.02]
3.30

AHt Water
(kCal/gHPc)
Heating cycles
[errorl

1.608
0.0141
1.218
[0.0141
0.672
ro.0021
0.423
[0.000]
0.313
[0.0021
0.225
10.0031
0.126
[

AHf Water
(kCal/gHpc)
Cooling cycles
[error]

1.449
0.0041
1.085
ro.oo4i
0.587
[0.0051
0.397
[0.002]
0.287
[

10.0021
0.201
[0-001]

005
1.46

0.075
0.062
[0.000]
0.056

0.109
0.092
ro.oooi
0.061
[0.0021
0.054
[0.0001
0.048

[0.021

[0.0001

[0.0001

[0.101

2.22

[ . ]

[0.0011

0.110
[0.0011

[0.0001

ro.ooii

in tersectio n of tangents drawn to "baseline" and "peak" regions of DSC trace. First deflection of baseline differs
increasingly from this value as HPC content increases.
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CHAPTER FOUR: POLY(y-BENZYL-a,L-GLUTAMATE)
INTRODUCTION
Poly(y-benzyl-a,L-glutamate), PBLG, shown below, is a synthetic
polypeptide.

o=c

/

LA

o

Mn

Although its original purpose was to be replace natural silk [37], it has
proven invaluable to the fundamental study of rodlike polymers. Since its
introduction in the 1930's by Courtalds, Ltd. [37], PBLG has become the
canonical rodlike polymer. Its a helical conformation provides the polymer
with its stiffness. Adding to its popularity is its solubility in a variety of
solvents. Even though PBLG has been extensively studied for more than
sixty years, its behavior in certain solvents is still very much an enigma.
In helicogenic solvents such a s pyridine or dimethylformamide, PBLG
forms lyotropic liquid crystals at sufficiently high concentrations. As the
rods align, they stack in offset planes that twist and give rise to a
superhelix. The pitch of the superhelix is the distance needed for the stack
of planes to complete a 180° turn [79,80]. Under a cross polarizing
microscope these pitches are clearly seen in Figure 4.1 a s a "thumbprint”.
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In poorer solvents such a s toluene [25,36] and benzyl alcohol
[26,37,81,82], the polymer aggregates. Upon decreasing the quality of the
solvent by lowering the temperature, these aggregates coalesce and the
system gels. This transition is thermally reversible, i.e., upon heating the
gel melts and then reforms again upon cooling. Although this cycle can be
repeated many times, there are some indications that long term cycling can
lead to complex history effects. Because the rods have a propensity to
align themselves into liquid crystalline regions and phase separate, the
transition to the gel state is more complicated than similar transitions for
random coil polymers, where liquid crystallization does not occur.
To date there are two main proposals for the gelation mechanism of
PBLG; both have supporting experimental evidence but neither can claim to
be the definitive mechanism. One proposal is that the junction points of the
network have crystalline characteristics [37,82,83]. As the solvent quality is
reduced the system begins to phase separate, but the separation is
incomplete because of crystallization [37], The other proposal suggests
that liquid-liquid phase separation begins as spinodal decomposition but
entanglements trap the polymer from diffusing to effect full phase
separation [25,36].
Recent works by Dadmun, et al. [26] and Horton and Donald [37]
suggest that the junction points of the network may be crystalline. Horton
and Donald [37] performing DSC, X-ray scattering and polarizing
microscopy, have shown the presence of crystalline regions in gels of
various concentrations. However, these regions are very small and were
not observed by X-ray scattering. It remains to be seen if the crystalline
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Figure 4.1 Cholesteric Liquid Crystal of PBLG
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regions are enough to stabilize the gel and how these regions are formed.
Dadmun, et al. [26] using low angle light scattering, small angle neutron
scattering, and quasi-elastic neutron scattering have reported that even in
the isotropic phase, PBLG forms aggregates in benzyl alcohol. As the
temperature is lowered slowly, the aggregates form a more dense structure
than if the system is quickly quenched. In other words, the phase
separation upon slowly cooling may be allowed to proceed more completely
than if the solution is quickly quenched, as suggested by Russo and Miller
[84] ten years ago. In a modern parlance, the slowly cooled system may
have a higher fractal dimension or a less ramified structure. Neither study
provides evidence strong enough to determine the definitive mechanism for
PBLG gelation. Clearly the question of the mechanism is not an easy one
to answer.
The available evidence seem s to link gelation with phase separation.
However, Horton and Donald [37] have shown that crystal formation in wet
benzyl alcohol, a solvent known to cause gelation, can occur in the isotropic
phase where gelation is not observed, and Russo, et al. [31] have reported
that free standing PBLG gels made from toluene can be made with no
evidence of phase separation. The toluene gels are very clear at early
times or if they are made at low temperatures [31]. Formation of the gel
network depends upon the solvent, molecular weight of the polymer,
concentration, rate of quenching, temperature and time. By rapidly
quenching a solution of PBLG/toluene from 90°C to 0°C in an ice bath, a
clear gel morphology can be "locked in". In contrast, if the solution is
allowed to just sit and equilibrate to room temperature, i.e. slowly cool,
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phase separation begins and the sample becomes cloudy. This
manipulation allows for investigation of both the turbid or cloudy gel, where
phase separation may dominate, and the clear gel where aggregation may
dominate (refer to Figure 4.2).
Recently there has been a renewed interest in the possibility that the
aggregates may form a clear gel network through a connectivity transition
similar to the formation of permanent gels made by polymerizing silica
monomers. Martin and coworkers (85-88] have shown that in silica gels the
mechanism is a percolation of the aggregates to form an infinite structure
that spans the entire volume of the gel. Stauffer [89] discusses so-called
“correlated percolation” models where phase separation and percolation
transitions coexist. From a very different viewpoint, the model of Tanaka
[90] considers the same merger of crosslinking and phase separation.
Because PBLG/toluene gels can be formed with or without phase
separation occurring, it is a good system to use to determine if the universal
percolation model can be applied to aggregation leading to gelation of rigid
rodlike polymers and if so, how it applies upon phase separation. The work
presented here is an attempt to determine the applicability of the
percolation model, including correlated percolation variants, to
thermoreversible gels from rodlike polymers.

Aggregation
Aggregation proceeds by one of two mechanisms. The aggregates
can grow into a large expansive structure if the particles irreversibly adhere
to each other immediately upon diffusing close enough for the attractive

Figure 4.2 Photograph of both the clear and cloudy gel.
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forces to interact. This mechanism is the diffusion limited aggregation
(DLA) case. Reaction limited aggregation (RLA) occurs via a slower
process, in which the particles have to encounter each other many times
before becoming permanently attached. That is, in RLA the energy barrier
for reaction is high enough to allow several encounters before attachment
occurs [91 ]. If the particles are themselves clusters of smaller particles,
then the mechanisms are cluster-cluster diffusion limited aggregation and
cluster-cluster reaction limited aggregation [92-94]. Because the particles
or clusters can penetrate to the interior of the structure before obtaining the
desired orientation during RLA, this mechanism results in a more dense
structure. Both formations are fractal in nature, i.e. they possess
regularities and irregularities that are statistical and scaling such that the
objects appear the sam e on any length scale [53]. For m ass fractals the
mass, M, scales with the radius, R, by an exponent called the fractal
dimension, df.
M -R^
For solids, df would be 3 and for Gaussian coils it would be 2. In clustercluster diffusion limited aggregation of gold colloids, df -1.75 ± 0.05 and in
the reaction limited case, df -2.05 ± 0.05 [92]. Experimentally, the fractal
dimension is related to the scattering envelope of the system by [95]
l/c -q -^
where I is the scattered intensity, c is the m ass concentration and q is the
scattering vector magnitude (q= 4jrnsin( 3/2)/X0, where 3 is the scattering
angle, n is the refractive index of the solution, and A,0 is the in vacuo
wavelength) [86].

In dynamic light scattering experiments the
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autocorrelation function, given by Gc2,(q,t)=<l(0)l(t)>1 is a measurement of
the scattering due to the relaxation of density fluctuations in the sample
along q. G ^ t) is related to the normalized field autocorrelation function by

Gl!l(t) = B{l+f(a)|a<"(t)|: )
and to the normalized intensity autocorrelation function by

g(1,(t) = Vg(2)(t) - 1
For ergodic systems, i.e. systems that can be sampled such that each
sample statistically represents the whole, these fluctuations result in an
exponentially decaying correlation function. In light scattering experiments
for a system to be ergodic, the particles should diffuse a distance of 2?c/q on
the time scale of the experiment. If diffusion is limited to minor oscillations
about a fixed point, a s is the case for gels, the system is non-ergodic and
the properties of a small portion of the sample are not representative of the
whole. For light scattering measurements on non-ergodic media, the
system must be adequately sampled to include all Fourier components.
As aggregation proceeds to gelation, the tails of the autocorrelation
function acquire stretched exponential behavior

g(2)(t). 1 - e-(rt)b
where g(2){t) is the intensity autocorrelation function, t is time, r is the
decay rate, and b is the stretching parameter. The increasingly non
exponential shape of the functions, reflected in a decreased b parameter, is
due to a broadening of the spectrum of relaxation times. At and beyond the
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gel point, the relaxation of the system slows considerably to obey a power
law [87].
g(2)(t) -1 = t-^
The presence of a power law regime may indicate that the gel is formed by
percolation.

Percolation
The percolation model is often used to deal with disordered systems
to determine their connectivity. A simple example of a “vandalized grid” [96]
is used to explain the percolation process. The 2-dimensional grid is
comprised of resistors that form a regular lattice. The lattice is connected to
an external power source. If one randomly starts breaking the linkages, the
current drops. As long as the number of unbroken links remains above a
certain number, pc, the current will continue to flow. Below this percolation
threshold, pc, the connectivity is lost. The grid falls apart and the current
drops to zero.
For gelling systems the reverse process occurs [20]. In essence, the
percolation model says that monomers will bond with a certain probability,
p. If this probability is small, only dimers or trimers will be formed. As p
increases large branched clusters form. At a critical probability, pc, a space
filling structure appears and this equates to the sol-gel transition. Above
the critical condition, large clusters stick to the infinite cluster and smaller
clusters become entrapped [87]. This model, although seemingly complex,
has some surprisingly simple results. Martin and co-workers [86] have
shown that many physical quantities scale with e = |p - pc|/ pc near the solgel transition. The cluster correlation length, £, defined as the typical
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cluster radius [87], diverges a s 5~e"v, the bulk viscosity a s Ti~e'k, and the
elastic shear modulus increases a s E~ez above the gel point [20].
Although this theory was developed for colloids and monomers that
are polymerized to form a permanent chemical gel network to explain
aggregation and gelation, it has been applied to gel systems made from
polymers that are crosslinked to form permanent chemical gels.
Poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, in butyl acetate with a small amount of
ethylene dimethacrylate serving a s a cross-linking agent, forms a
permanent chemical gel [97]. This polymer is not a rigid rod and the gel
formed is permanent, not thermally reversible. The experimental results are
in good agreement with the percolation model used by Martin for silica gels
where d> = 0.27 [86]. Stretched exponential correlation functions are
observed before the gel point with a power law regime extending over
nearly 5 decades with $=0.34 just beyond the gel point [97].
Lang and Burchard [98] have applied the percolation model to a
thermally reversible polymer gel. Tamarind gum (Mw - 880,000), the
polymer used in the study, is a stiff polysaccharide and may be considered
a semi-flexible polymer with a characteristic ratio, C„ s 110 or persistence
length, a = 28.8 nm [99]. Compare this to PBLG with C„ ~3700 or a - 70
nm [100]. At high molecular weights like 880,000 Daltons for the Tamarind
gum, neither polymer is stiff enough to be considered a rigid rod (L/aTimjrind
= 44 and L/apsLG = 8.61 compared to U srod - 1, where L is the length of the
polymer), but it should be noted that the molecular weight of PBLG is not
typically that high and both are more rigid than a random coil. At the gel
temperature the expected power law is present for Tamarind gum, but it
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only extends over 2.5 decades with <D= 0.34 ± 0.015 [98]. It should be
noted however that the power law is shown on a log-log plot of g(1) vs t and
not a log-log plot of g^-1 vs t, like Martin [86]. The actual value should be
3> = 0.17 ±0.008.
The percolation model predicts that small rings exist when two or
more branches of a cluster interact [101,102], For polymers, a s the
stiffness increases, the probability of ring formation decreases. To date
there has been little or no attempt to apply the percolation model to a very
stiff rod, like PBLG. Because PBLG in toluene forms two visually distinct
gel morphologies, one with and one without visual evidence of phase
separation, it is a good test to se e if this model is valid for rods where the
probability for small ring formation is small and phase separation often
complicates the gelation mechanism. With PBLG/toluene solutions, deep
quenches result in a clear g e l, in which the rods are loosely aggregated to
form a more open type structure. Quenches at higher temperatures result
in partially phase separated turbid gels with a more compact structure.
The work presented here is a compilation of the results of light
scattering and differential scanning calorimetry experiments on
PBLG/toluene gels. Treatment of some of the data is geared toward the
possibility of applying percolation concepts to the gelation mechanism,
however, many other results will be discussed. These include: mobility
before and during gelation, angle and time dependence of the scattering
during formation of the gel, dependence of the melting behavior on quench
depths, energies involved in the formation of the network, etc. Previously,
most of the studies with PBLG were in DMF and benzyl alcohol. For DMF
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systems, water must be added for gelation to occur [30], and in dry benzyl
alcohol, gelation proceeds without phase separation [37]. In order to study
the competition between phase separation and gelation in these solvents,
the systems are ternary, and the effect of the water on the binary phase
diagram must be addressed. Little work has been done in poor solvents,
like toluene where no water is necessary and the solutions are truly binary.
The work presented here should shed more light on the gelation behavior of
PBLG in a binary system.
EXPERIMENTAL

The presence of dust in any light scattering experiment can be
disastrous. In some instances the effects of a small amount of dust can be
overcome. For example, if the particles to be studied are strong scatterers
or if the diffusion of the dust is much slower than that of the particles, then
scattering from the dust may be separated from that of the particles.
However, this is only true for dynamic light scattering, or a static light
scattering experiment where only a small scattering volume is being
measured. For non-ergodic media, the presence of even the smallest
amount of dust can render an experiment useless. Dust in the scattering
volume of a gel is likely to stay in that volume for the duration of the
experiment. If it scatters light with a similar intensity a s the gel network, it
then becomes impossible to identify the source of the scattering. For that
reason, cell and sample preparation is often the most time consuming part
of light scattering experiments on gels.
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Cell Preparation
Several Pyrex 13x100 mm culture tubes with Teflon screw tops to be
used for light scattering cells were scrupulously cleaned in a series of
steps. First, the cells were washed with a pipe cleaner and a warm
aqueous solution of Alconox detergent and then rinsed with ultrapure
(~18MO-cm) water from a Bamstead Nanopure Ultrapure water system.
The water is tested periodically for dust in plastic cells that have a low
affinity for dust and are thus easily cleaned. To reduce contamination by
dust and oil from the skin, latex gloves were worn throughout the cleaning
process. Upon rinsing, the cells were placed overnight in a solution of
Chromerge by Manostat and concentrated sulfuric acid. After rinsing 20-30
times and filling with water, the cells were sonicated for one hour at 25°C in
a Branson 2200 bath sonicator. They were again rinsed, partially filled with
water and placed in a light scattering device that allows for direct inspection
of the scattering volume. Each cell was determined to be clean if no bright
spots floated through the viewing area for approximately 10-20 s when
viewed at ~100X magnification at a scattering angle of <30° with an argon
laser (^,=514.5 nm). If dust was detected, the cell was rinsed again and
rechecked until it passed inspection, or was deemed hopeless and
discarded. Once the cells passed inspection, they were wrapped in
aluminum foil and vacuum dried. The tops were not tested but were
washed with the Alconox solution, rinsed with copious amounts of water,
sonicated and finally vacuum dried.
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Sample Preparation
Since PBLG aggregates in toluene, filtration with a small enough
pore size to retard the dust would result in a loss of polymer and errors in
reported concentrations. It was therefore necessary to dedust the polymer
in N.N’-Dimethylformamide, DMF, (Aldrich Chemical), a good solvent for
PBLG. A 0.02 pm Anotop filter was rinsed with several milliliters of DMF.
The filtrate was then tested for dust in the sam e manner described above
for the cells. PBLG (Sigma Chemical) was dissolved with filtered DMF in a
clean, dry cell. The exact concentration of this solution is not important, but
it should be approximately that desired for the final toluene solution. The
PBLG/DMF solution was then gently warmed in a sand bath at ~40°C for 12 hr. This solution was filtered through a rinsed and tested 0.2 pm Gelman
filter into a clean, dry, and previously weighed cell. The polymer solution
was filtered until it passed the low angle scattering test. The polymer was
precipitated by adding a few drops of ultra pure water. Precipitation is
better than simply evaporating the solvent, because the liquid crystals that
form upon drying can inhibit resolubilization. The cell was wrapped in
aluminum foil and vacuum dried to constant weight to remove all of the
DMF/H20 solvent. The final step was to add clean toluene. The toluene
was cleaned in a similar manner as the DMF. A 0.02 pm Anotop filter was
rinsed with toluene (anhydrous 99+% from Aldrich Chemical) until the
filtrate was dust free. The final solution was made by adding the proper
volume of clean toluene and obtaining the final weight.
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Light Scattering
The light scattering experimental setup used prior to this study was
configured for use with ordinary ergodic, dilute or semi-dilute solutions. It
consists of a vertically polarized helium-neon laser (15 mW) from Spectra
Physics (SP-124b), photo multiplier tube (EMI 9863b), and an ALV-5000
Multiple Tau Digital Correlator from ALV-LASER Vertriebsgesellschaft. The
temperature was maintained to ±0.01 °C with a digital temperature controller
(model 2100) from Hart Scientific.
Scatterers in ergodic systems diffuse without restraint over a
distance of 2rc/q to relax the correlation function. Hence, it is possible to
adequately sample all possible configurations in the entire solution by
simply collecting data over sufficiently long times from a single small
volume. For slowly moving systems like gels, this sampling time from a
single scattering volume can exceed years before an adequate
representation of the entire system occurs. In order to reduce acquisition
time, the sample should be moved so that the scattering volume is different
for each short run. Then, the data from each run are averaged to give the
final correlation function. Ensemble averaging is a fairly new method for
data acquisition and involves manipulation of a large volume of data. It
requires a large amount of computer memory and can be quite time
consuming.
New software was developed that allows visual inspection of each
run and then performs an average based either on acquisition time for
ergodic media to increase signal to noise, or on intensity for non-ergodic
systems to improve sampling. Visual inspection of the data allows deletion,
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before averaging, of any run that may be corrupted by dust or overflow
errors of the correlator. The number of runs needed for proper sampling is
still being debated. Pusey and Van Megen [103] have reported that by
taking the average intensity from many scattering volumes or positions in
the sample and then taking the correlation function from a position that has
the same intensity as the average, only one long run is needed. We call
this the short-cut method. Others believe that several hundred or maybe
even thousands of full correlation functions are needed. This is called the
brute force method [104]. Xue et al. [52] believe that translating the sample
and averaging over different scattering volumes is the best method because
of the limitations to the short-cut method. In order for the short-cut to be
valid, the scattered light must be detected from an area smaller than a laser
speckle size on the detector, the scattered intensity must be from a single
scatterer or inhomogeniety, and there must not be any long-time dynamics
in the system [52]. Pusey's short-cut approach is simpler and reduces the
amount of data handling; however, for this study, the initial channels
contained a lot of noise. It was virtually impossible to fit these channels
from any one run. Averaging over many runs allowed for better numerical
fitting of the early part of the decay. An experiment was performed to
determine how many of the correlation functions were necessary for this
study and those results are presented in the next section. The ensemble
averaged data for most of this chapter were the result of averaging between
20 and 50 runs.
After programming the data averaging routines, the next task was to
achieve automated sample movement. There are two ways the sample can
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move in the cell holder. It can be translated vertically, or it can be rotated.
If the instrument is in perfect alignment and the cell is perfectly round,
translation is the only option because the scattering volume is at the center
of the cell and simple rotation would not change the volume being seen by
the detector. Another reason that translation is preferred is because of the
amount of heat generated by long term exposure to the focused laser beam.
For ergodic systems heat generation is minimal because the particles are
free to diffuse out of the volume and are, therefore, only exposed to the light
for a short time. For permanent gel networks, melting is not a problem, but
for thermoreversible gels an escalation of heat at one point in the sample
could lead to premature melting if the solvent is not diffusing fast enough to
dissipate the heat. Although translation is clearly the desired motion,
rotation is by far more popular because heat build up is not a major concern
with the low powered lasers used in light scattering and the alignment of
most light scattering devices is not perfect at the micron level. Therefore,
rotation, albeit initially rather crudely, was the chosen method.
A stepper motor (model MCMSE from Ludl Electronic Products)
purchased with a new confocal microscope could be programmed by a PC
to automatically rotate. The only problem was to determine how to suspend
the motor over the sample and to physically attach its shaft to the sample
and still maintain alignment. As data collection is more important than
elegance, initially the suspension of the motor was achieved crudely with
miscellaneous spare parts from the lab (refer to Figure 4.3).
In this early configuration two computers were utilized. One
controlling the motor and the other, housing the ALV correlator, was
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Figure 4.3 Early ensemble average apparatus for nonergodic samples
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delegated to collecting and saving the data. Synchronization of the two
computers was by trial and error, but with patience it seem ed that gel
studies with proper ensemble averaging could be performed.
Although the setup proved to be functional and demonstrated the
adequacy of rotational averaging, there were some problems. The support
was not stable; any vibrations in the room were amplified and appeared as
wiggles or small waves in the correlation functions. The tubing holding the
motor shaft to the cell was subject to thermal expansion and curling,
causing the cell to slip and lean. And finally, the computer controlling the
stepper motor was borrowed from another light scattering instrument that
had a backlog of experiments to be performed.
Plans began almost immediately to improve the system. The motor
would be held firmly in place by a PVC tube that would sit atop the cell
holder and the shaft and cell would be connected by a short brass pipe
filled with o-rings to grip the cell. The need for two computers was
eliminated by utilizing the ALV correlator command that allows for a DOS
command to be executed. In this c ase an executable code, called “MOVE”,
dictated ASCII output to the serial port of the Ludl interface. A series of
commands were written in the ALV software that would collect and save the
data, rotate the sample through a random angle via the DOS command, wait
a short time, and then collect and save more data. These commands could
be executed a s many times a s necessary with each run given a separate
run number.
Figure 4,4 shows the newly designed apparatus. Although the
improvements came late in this study (many of the experiments were
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Figure 4.4 New ensemble average apparatus for nonergodic samples
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already completed), the advancements are already benefiting other gel
experiments in this lab.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry experiments were carried out with a
DSC 120 from Seiko Scientific Instruments. The solutions were
hermetically sealed in aluminum pans. Empty sealed aluminum pans were
used for a reference after trying alumina-filled pans and finding them less
effective. To ensure a proper seal, the pans were weighed before and after
each experiment.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overview
Several different light scattering experiments along with some
differential scanning calorimetry experiments were performed. The first was
a kinetic experiment to determine if and how the intensity and the
correlation functions from dynamic light scattering would change as a
function of time during formation of the gel network upon cooling from 90°C
to 30°C. The results from this kinetic experiment showed that a clear gel
network preceded the formation of a more turbid gel (refer to the Kinetic
Light Scattering section beginning on page150). This discovery led to static
intensity measurements on well formed gels of both morphologies to se e if
the two had different microstructures. For this experiment the clear gel was
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formed by quickly quenching to 0°C in an ice bath and the more turbid or
cloudy gel was formed by allowing the solution to cool to room temperature
(refer to Static Light Scattering section).
The next question concerned mobility in the clear and cloudy gel
networks a s a function of temperature. As the morphology depends on the
thermal treatment, both clear and cloudy gels could be studied with a single
solution. A cloudy gel forms upon slow cooling. This was studied by
dynamic light scattering experiments at a series of equilibrium temperatures
leading to the cloudy gel. At each equilibrium temperature, measurements
at various angles were taken to determine the angle dependence from
which the diffusion coefficient could be extracted. The dependence of D on
T was obtained (refer to DLS During Formation of a Cloudy Gel section).
This highly detailed analysis cannot be achieved with a clear gel due to its
rapid formation.
Although comparison of the formation of the two morphologies is not
possible, it is possible to compare their melting behavior. After formation of
a cloudy gel, the temperature was raised slowly to determine the mobility of
the system a s it melted. The melted solution was then rapidly quenched to
form a clear gel and measurements were taken as the temperature was
once again slowly raised through the melting point. These mobility results
are discussed in the dynamic light scattering section, which is divided into
three subsections: DLS During Formation of A Cloudy Gel (introduced
above); DLS upon Melting of A Cloudy Gel; and DLS upon Melting of A
Clear Gel.
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The final question for this study was to determine by differential
scanning calorimetry the amount of energy associated with the sol-gel
transition. These results are discussed in the DSC section.

Kinetic Light Scattering
A 0.01 g/ml solution of PBLG-66K (Mw=66000) in toluene was
heated to 90°C and then placed in the light scattering instrument (ko= 632.8
nm, 3 = 60°), where the temperature was held constant at 30°C.
Measurements were taken at 10 minute time intervals over a 12 hour
period. This experiment was repeated four times.
Traces of the intensity with time from quench, tq, are shown in
Figures 4.5a-d, Figures 4.5a-c clearly show two peaks. The first occurs
after 200 min. Inspection of the sample at this time revealed that a clear gel
had formed. The sample was tilted on its side for a couple of minutes and
showed no indication of flow. This is a commonly used method for
qualitatively determining the gel transition, but is dependent upon the size
and strength of the gel [3], The sample was reinserted in the instrument
and the intensity showed a decrease to nearly the pre-gel value. The
intensity began to increase again after 350 min total time. It reached a
maximum value at 550 min and then began to decrease. After 700 minutes
the sample was removed. It is not clear whether further long-time
oscillations would have been observed. Such oscillations have been
reported on networks of actin filaments [105]. The gel had changed from
clear to slightly turbid or cloudy. A power meter placed at 0° scattering
angle showed no decrease in transmitted light, indicating that the decrease
in scattered light was probably not due to absorption or internal quenching
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caused by the turbidity, which was only moderate (except for very low
molecular weight PBLG/toluene gels, all samples are translucent). It should
be noted that the coherence area for this measurement was small;
therefore, the final decrease may be the result of the gel drifting out of the
viewing volume. The large peak is visible in all four plots of Figures 4.5a-d,
but the small peak at 200 min is absent in Figure 4.5d. This absence may
also be the result of the small coherence area. Gels are inherently
inhomogeneous [52]. It may be plausible that the scattering volume
happened to coincide with a void in the gel network or, more likely, to a
weak speckle.
Plotted along with the intensity in Figures 4.5a-d is an instrument
factor, f(a). In an ordinary ergodic solution this parameter is an indication of
the number of coherence areas detected at a given point in time. For a
solution undergoing random Brownian diffusion, the f(a) for the instrument
settings used in this experiment would be near 0.65 as determined with
latex spheres in water. The plot shows a steady decrease until tq = 200
min. This decrease indicates the diffusers are slowing near the gel point.
After 200 min where the intensity decreases, f(a) begins to increase. This is
taken a s a transition from less ergodic to more ergodic behavior. Upon
formation of the cloudy gel at tq = 550 min, f(a) decreases to near zero and
thus almost all of the mobility of the system has ceased.
Some of the correlation functions taken at different time intervals are
shown in Figure 4.6. At tq = 0, the sample exhibits normal ergodic behavior.
After 90 min the correlation function in linear-log representation has shifted
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PBLG-66K in toluene at 8 - 60° at different times from quench from 90°C to
30°C.
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to longer times. At and beyond the clear gel point of tq = 200 min, they
fluctuate corresponding to the intensity and f(a) variations described above.
T hese kinetic experiments showed that a clear gel formed at early
times will evolve into a more cloudy one later. The intensity shows only a
minor increase upon formation of the clear gel and a large increase as
turbidity builds. As gelation proceeds, the correlation functions reflect a
slowing of the motion in the system. These functions also show that after
formation of the clear gel, the system still retains much of its mobility. This
implies that no phase separation has occurred and that the clear gel
network may be very open and comprised of loosely associated or
aggregated rods. Static light scattering experiments (refer to next section)
were performed to determine the structural differences between a clear and
cloudy gel.

Static Light Scattering
Static light scattering is useful to determine the structure of the
formed network. A solution of 0.005g/ml PBLG-91K (Mw=91000) in toluene
was heated to 90°C and then allowed to slowly cool to room temperature.
Using an argon laser (\o=514.5 nm), the scattered intensity was measured
at a variety of angles to determine the fractal dimension over a limited q
range (31.6 < q*1/nm < 209.6). The sam e experiment was repeated after the
sample had been heated to 90°C and then quenched to 0°C in an ice bath
to form a clear gel. These measurements were repeated several times and
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the fractal dimensions for both morphologies from Figure 4.7 are
representative of the average.
Although both fractal dimensions are close, the clear gel (after 0°C
quench) has a smaller value than the cloudy one. This supports the results
from the correlation functions taken during the kinetic experiments which
indicated that the clear gel network is open and made from loose
associations. The higher dimension for the cloudy gel suggests a more
compact structure, which may indicate the formation of more fully formed,
more densely packed polymer regions. For PBLG in benzyl alcohol, df -1.7
[26], which is similar to the diffusion limited value. Cohen [106] in a similar
study reports a much higher value of 2.5 over a limited q range of 1.4 < q
1/nm <16. For PBLG in toluene, Russo and coworkers [31] finds the value
to be 2.1 at high q and 1.15 at lower q values. It should be noted that the
values obtained for the fractal dimension are much less than that of 2.1
reported in ref. [31] for PBLG-138K in toluene over a range of 45 < q'Vnm <
190. The thermal preparation of the sample was not stated and no visual
description was given. The higher fractal dimension may be due to the
higher concentration and molecular weight polymer used by Russo et al.
[31 ]. These factors would make phase separation more likely to occur and
lead to a more compact structure.
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Figure 4.7 Fractal dimensions for 0.01 g/ml PBLG-91K in toluene. The
& correction represents the geometry response fo the detector.
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Static and kinetic light scattering experiments were used to identify
and characterize the two different gel morphologies. It was shown that the
clear gel has a more open type structure than the cloudy gel and mobility is
less hindered by the clear gel network. Dynamic light scattering was
performed (refer to next section) to elucidate the behavior of the gels upon
formation and melting.

Dynamic Light Scattering
DLS Purina Formation of the Cloudy Gel: Dynamic light scattering can lend
insight into the mobility of the system a s it progresses toward gelation. As
stated earlier, it has long been known that by controlling the quench depth,
it is possible to study both the cloudy and clear gel morphologies
separately. Now, from the results of the kinetic experiment shown in
Figures 4.5a-d, we know that there is another way to form a cloudy gel. In
the kinetic experiment, the sample was rapidly quenched to 30°C and then
measurements were taken at periodic time intervals. In the following
dynamic light scattering experiment, the cloudy gel was formed by lowering
the temperature in 5°C steps and measuring the sample isothermally at
various angles at each temperature. This angle dependence study is not
possible with the quickly forming clear gel and would have been challenging
to perform during the kinetic quench to 30°C. A solution of 0.005 g/ml
PBLG-91K/Toluene was placed in the light scattering device at 90°C.
Measurements were taken at several angles in the range of 30°<3<135°;
then the temperature was lowered by 5°C and the angular measurements
were repeated. The equilibration time between temperature steps was at
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least 10 hr. This procedure was repeated until a final temperature of 30°C
was reached. Figure 4.8 shows the expected linear relationship of the
decay rate, r versus q2 Each point in Figure 4.8 represents the decay rate
obtained by taking the intensity average of between twenty and forty
correlation functions. As stated earlier (refer to experimental section), there
is some controversy over the extent of averaging required for precise
results. Figure 4.9 shows how T and f(a) for a fully formed cloudy gel prior
to melting depend on the number of runs averaged. The decay rate shows
a dramatic decrease below 20 runs but then remains fairly constant out to
200 runs. The coherence parameter, f(a), shows an increase up to 20 runs
but then mildly fluctuates about f(a) =0.9. This is the value obtained with
the ergodic system, polystyrene in toluene, for the sam e instrument
settings. From Figure 4.9, it is clear that at least 20 runs are needed to
obtain proper sampling. Figure 4.10 shows the probability distribution,
P(<l(q)>T), of the scattered intensities,

< l(q )> T ,

for all 200 runs with the

intensities grouped in intervals of 1500 counts/s. Joosten, et al. [107] have
reported that this decaying distribution is not normally observed in
uncrosslinked gels because the intensity is the same for all scattering
volumes. Clearly, this is not the case with PBLG / toluene gels where the
intensity varies widely among speckles; probably due to the large
inhomogeneities present in the gel network. The probability distribution,
shown below, gives an estimate of the ensemble averaged scattered
intensity,

< l(q )> E ,

and the contribution to the scattering from the fluctuating

portion of the sample, l0. After fitting the data in Figure 4 . 10 to P (< l(q )>T),
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<l(q)>E- 33000 counts / s and l0 -28000 counts / s, indicating that a large
portion of the gel network is mobile.

Plotted in Figure 4.11 are the intensity averaged correlation function,
f(q,t)e, from the 200 runs and the correlation function [f(q,t)T] with an
intensity equal to the average subjected to the Pusey short-cut.

when f(a) = 1

There is an obvious difference in the shape of the two functions. Both may
be the result of the short acquisition times for each individual run and/or
because of the detector’s acceptance of more than one laser speckle.
Thus, the Pusey short-cut may not be valid for these data [52]. It should be
pointed out that both plots of f(q,t) have intercepts greater than unity,
indicating a very poor data set.
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The slope of each line in Figure 4.8 gives the apparent diffusion
coefficient, Dapp.
D app=

T /q

A plot of Dapp versus temperature is shown in Figure 4.12. As the
temperature is lowered, there is a slight decrease in Dapp until the gel point
at T = 40°C. Then there is a dramatic decrease as most of the mobility of
the system ceases. Normalized correlation functions measured at 8 = 90°
shown as a function of temperature in Figure 4.13 indicate stretched
exponential behavior at early times but not at late times a s was seen by
Martin [86]. Each correlation function is the result of averaging 20-40 runs
to approximate ensemble averaging and to reduce the noise in the early
part of the decay that is present with short acquisition times. After fitting the
initial part of the functions to
g2 -

1 = e-<n)b

and plotting a s a function of temperature, there is a decrease in r at the gel
point at T = 40°C (refer to Figure 4.14). The stretching parameter, b, at late
times has been reported by Martin [86] to be 0.67 for a chemically covalent
network of silica particles. For a covalent polymer gel of PMMA, the
parameter was 0.26 ± 0.02 [97]. Our studies have shown that b approaches
0.67 for early times above the gel point but shows an overall decreasing
trend with increasingly non-ergodic behavior. Figure 4.15 shows that the
early part of the correlation functions when plotted in a semi log plot with
t2/3 ,j0 straighten a s the gel point is approached.
It is of some interest that the cooperative diffusive mode in the early
times reported by Martin is not resolved in this system. This apparent
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Figure 4.11 Linear-log plots of two correlation functions measured at
3=120° and T=48°C for 0.005 g/ml PBLG-91K/toluene. The thin line
represents the intensity averaged correlation function from 200 runs. The
heavy line is the correlation function that had the sam e intensity as the
average intensity over the 200 runs.
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Figure 4.12 Apparent diffusion coefficient versus temperature for 0.005
g/ml PBLG-91K in toluene; measured during stepwise equilibrium cooling.
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Figure 4.13 Log-log plots of auto correlation functions (averaged from 2040 runs) at decreasing temperatures for 0.005 g/ml PBLG-91K in toluene at
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Figure 4.14 Stretched exponential fitting parameters from early part of
correlation functions for 0.005 g/ml PBLG-91K in toluene at d = 90° as a
function of decreasing temperatures for the formation of a cloudy gel.
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absence may be due to polydispersity of our polymer or to the fact that our
polymer molecules diffuse more slowly than Martin's monomers, so
cooperative diffusion gets merged with modes associated with the gel.
Also, both of the studies mentioned above [97,98] have reported power law
behavior at and beyond the gel point. We, however, have been unable to
observe such behavior upon formation of rodlike thermoreversible gel
networks; however, the temperature steps upon formation were -5°C and it
is possible that the power law may have simply occurred between
measurements.
DLS Upon Melting A Cloudy Gel: Correlation functions collected a s the
temperature was increased after the equilibrium cooling (refer to above DLS
upon Formation of the Cloudy gel section) show that ergodicity does not
begin until T = 54°C (refer to Figure 4.16). Measurements were taken at
~0.2°C increments after equilibrating for 3 hr. The melting temperature is
not monotonically decreasing but appears to be complex. Complex melting
has also been observed by infrared studies of PBLG in benzyl alcohol [106].
Again, these correlation functions have the appearance of stretched
exponentials at early times, but only the function at T = 47°C shows the
stretched exponential tail observed in ref. [86]. Figure 4.17 shows the
stretched exponential fitting parameters a s a function of increasing
temperature. Below the melting point, b is much lower than the expected
0.67 at an average value of 0.45 ± 0.11, but is clearly not constant. This
inconsistency is also apparent in the plot of T versus. T. There appear to
be several small fluctuations starting at 48.5°C followed by a larger one at
52°C. The largest peak at 54°C
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Figure 4.16 Log-log plots of the auto correlation functions for 0.005 g/ml
PBLG-91K in toluene at 3 = 90° collected as the temperature is raised
through the melting transition of the cloudy gel.
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Figure 4.17 Stretched exponential fitting parameters from early part of the
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function of melting temperatures for the cloudy gel.
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corresponds to the most ergodic correlation function and represents the
onset of macroscopic flow as observed by tilting. Figure 4.18 is a semilog
plot of the correlation functions plotted against t2/3. Again, 0.667 does
straighten out the functions, and the cooperative diffusive mode is not
resolved.
Even though these functions are averaged from more runs (~50) than
those during formation of the gel (20-40) (acquisition times were constant
for both sets of data), the noise at short times is more severe. As the gel
point was approached, the early individual runs had high intensity and then
as the experiment continued with time the later runs had a low intensity.
For some, the very last runs would again have an increase in the intensity.
In other words the system was changing faster than the experiment could
proceed. Even longer equilibration times might have helped in this case.
This increase in noise only adds to the evidence that melting in gels can be
complex. Another complication for gel studies is that there is often a
hysterisis between the formation and melting temperatures. Figure 4.19
shows that there is a 14°C difference between Tform = 40°C and Tme|t =
54°C.
A closer look at the correlation function at 49°C (refer to Figure 4.20)
reveals a power law regime that extends over 5 decades of time with a
ripple at a frequency of 20 Hz. The power law behavior was not seen, but
may have been missed, in the correlation functions collected a s the
temperature was lowered leading to the formation of this gel. The
temperature at which the power law occurs (49°C) upon melting does not
correspond with the melting transition taken a s the increase in f (54°C).
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Figure 4.19 Hysterisis plot of 0.005g/ml PBLG-91K in toluene
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Figure 4.20 Log-log plots of the auto correlation functions for 0.005 g/ml
PBLG-91K in toluene at S = 90° and at T = 49°C show that a power law
extends over 5 decades just prior to melting of the cloudy gel.

The power law slope in this region is -0.095 ± 0.001 and is considerably
smaller than the -0.27 reported by Martin [88]. This behavior also differs
with those from other studies in that the power law does not extend beyond
the gel point but is temporary and short lived existing only over a 0.4°C
temperature range.
DLS uoon Melting of A Clear Gel: By quenching the sample from 90°C to
0°C in an ice bath, a clear gel structure can be "locked in" and its melting
investigated. Correlation functions (refer to Figure 4.21) show that, unlike
melting of a cloudy gel, the clear gel melts monotonically with ergodic
behavior beginning at 50°C and that many of these functions have the
stretched exponential tail. Both stretched exponential fitting parameters for
the early part of these functions (refer to Figure 4.22a) increase sharply at
this temperature. The stretching parameter, b, reaches a plateau of about
0.75. Figure 4.22b shows a similar plot for the stretching parameters from
the late times. Figure 4.23a&b show the semilog plot of the early and late
parts of the correlation functions plotted against t2^3 The noise level at
early times is not a s severe as it was for the melting of the cloudy gel. The
functions flatten out nicely before the melting point. In Figure 4.23b the tail
of the correlation function at T = 48°C is not well behaved. The full
correlation function (refer to Figure 4.21) shows at least two diffusive
modes, which
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Figure 4.21 Log-log plots of the auto correlation functions for 0.005 g/ml
PBLG-91K in toluene at 8 = 90° collected as the temperature is raised
through the melting transition of the clear gel.
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Figure 4.24 Log-log plot of the auto correlation function for 0.005 g/ml
PBLG-91K in toluene at S = 90° and at T = 49°C shows that a power law
extends over 3.5 decades just prior to melting of the clear gel.
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may indicate polydispersity of the system upon partial melting of the
network.
A power law regime extending over 3.5 decades of time is again
seen (refer to Figure 4.24) at 49°C with a negative slope of 0.113 ±
0.003.The slope is slightly higher than for the cloudy gel but still well below
the expected 0.27. Although the temperature steps were only 1°C, it is
possible that a longer power law regime might have occurred at a slightly
different temperature. The power law regime is truncated by a downturn of
the correlation function of a stretched exponential form.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Scattering experiments have added insight to the structure and
dynamics of the gelling system. Differential scanning calorimetry, DSC,
provides useful information about the amount of energy involved in the gel
transition.
The Seiko calorimeter 220C, while a very sensitive instrument of its
genre for solids, is not well suited for solutions. In order to get any DSC
signal from PBLG with the Seiko calorimeter, the concentration of polymer
must be sufficiently high. As toluene is a poor solvent for PBLG, very low
molecular weights (Mw = 16000) must be used to achieve concentrations up
to 5 w/w% in toluene. Early attempts to perform DSC experiments with
PBLG, even at these relatively high concentrations, were not successful
because the Seiko 220C required the use of small sample pans. The
average sample size was -1 0 mg of solution. For the highest concentration
the actual weight of polymer would be 0.5 mg. The new Seiko 120 uses
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larger pans, allowing for significantly larger amounts of solution and thus
more polymer to be used. Now, detectable signals from PBLG gels can be
acquired upon melting, but because the 120 does not have cooling
capabilities, it would be challenging to establish the heat of transition upon
gel formation. Formation of a clear gel has not been observed for PBLG16K; to study the clear gels at higher molecular weights, an even more
sensitive solution type calorimeter is needed. It is still possible, however, to
determine if the quench rate has any effect upon the heat of melting.
Bulk solutions of various concentrations of PBLG-16K in toluene
were dissolved in glass vials with Teflon screw top lids. The solutions were
very turbid. Each DSC sample pan was loaded with a small aliquot of the
gel (50 mg) and hermetically sealed. The sealed pans were placed on a hot
plate at -90°C to melt the gel and then placed in the freezer at - -10°C to
form the -10°C quench gel. They were then put in the DSC at room
temperature (*-25°C). After 15 min of equilibration time, the temperature
was raised at a rate of 2°C/min through the melting point of the -10°C
quench gel to a final temperature of 90°C. The pans were removed from
the DSC at 90°C and allowed to equilibrate to room temperature for 5 hours
to form the 25°C quench gel. They were again placed inside the DSC at
room temperature and the temperature increased to 90°C through the
melting transition of the 25°C quench gel.
Figure 4.25 shows the DSC traces of each solution a s the
temperature is raised through the melting transition of the -10°C quench
gels. Figure 4.26 shows the corresponding results from the 25°C quench
gel. All of these figures show sloping baselines for all solutions. This has
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Figure 4.25 DSC Endothemns for quickly quenched PBLQ-16K in toluene.
Concentrations are shown in weight percent. (Figure cont’d)
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been observed on other gelling systems (refer to Chapter Three) and may
be an artifact of solution experiments with the Seiko line of calorimeters.
The sloping baseline does not pose a problem when working with solids
because the transition peaks are usually much larger and sharper and
further away from any interference caused by a start-up pulse. In the earlier
HPC study, several reference pans with varying amounts of alumina or
water were tried to minimize the curvature, but empty pans seem ed to work
as well as anything. Different scan rates were also tried but had little or no
effect. For the HPC study performed on the DSC 220C, it was possible to
start at a temperature well below the transition temperature. Without
cooling capabilities, lower starting temperatures would have been difficult to
achieve with the DSC 120. This curvature makes it difficult to determine
where the peaks start and end. Changes in the derivative of the DSC signal
were used to establish the boundaries of the peaks.
The temperature at which the first change in the derivative curve was
observed was identified a s the beginning of the peak and the melting
temperature. Figure 4.27 shows the melting temperature a s a function of
concentration. Quenching to -10°C appears to lead to lower melting
temperatures that decrease with increasing concentration. The error bars
are from repeat runs. These show better reproducibility than those allowed
to cool to room temperature. Reproducibility has been shown to be quench
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Figure 4.27 Melting temperatures for both quench rates at various
concentrations of PBLG-16K in toluene.
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rate dependent in other DSC studies [30]. Guenet and McKenna [108] have
reported that isotactic polystryrene / decalin gels which have been melted
and reformed by rapidly quenching to 0°C while within the DSC sample
pans have more poorly defined melting endotherms than those allowed to
form at 14°C. This result is in direct contrast to our PBLG results. Guenet’s
gels are believed to be formed by solvent bridging between the polymers
and it is hypothesized that by rapidly quenching the sample, the network is
“far from being perfect” [30]. The large error bars for the slowly quenched
gels in Figure 4.27 are not the result of weight loss but may indicate that the
polymer rods are at different stages of phase separation. Care was taken to
ensure that the formation time i.e., the aging time, for all concentrations and
all runs were kept constant.
The temperature at which the derivative signal returned to its
baseline was chosen to be the end of the peak. Figure 4.28 shows that
both quench temperatures lead to a general broadening of the peaks a s the
concentration of polymer increases. It also shows that the -10°C quench
gels melt over a slightly wider range of temperatures.
Figure 4.29 shows the enthalpy of melting in mJ/ mg of polymer a s a
function of concentration (w/w%). As already noted, this would be more
accurately measured upon cooling. The enthalpy for the -10°C quench gel
increases linearly with concentration. At a concentration of 0.49% ± 0.32%,
the enthalpy of melting is zero. This may indicate the critical concentration,
c*, for gel formation; however, even though the error is large, the measured
c* is lower than c*=5.44% ±1.0% calculated from intrinsic viscosity data
(c*=[r|]'1) [109] and much lower than c*=20 % calculated from the radius of
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Figure 4.28 DSC peak widths for both quench rates at various
concentrations of PBLG-16K in toluene.
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Figure 4.29 Enthalpy of melting for both quench rates at various
concentrations of PBLG-16K in toluene.
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gyration (c*=3M/4tcNaR03 where Rg2 = (rod length)2/12) [110]. The data for
the 25°C quench gels are not linear but appear to reach a maximum
followed by a decrease. The decrease was originally thought to be the
result of weight loss, but a new sample gave similar results. The large error
bars seen in the melting temperatures of Figure 4.28 are again visible in the
enthalpy of melting. The enthalpy from the second run was less for all
concentrations when the solution was allowed to cool to 25°C.
CONCLUSIONS

Light Scattering
By kinetic light scattering we have shown that over time the intensity
of a PBLG/toluene gel will go through at least two maximums. At the time of
gelation, the gel is clear, but with time a large peak in the intensity indicates
growing turbidity. It was postulated that with time, phase separation begins
to be the dominant mechanism. These results led us to perform static and
dynamic light scattering to investigate both gel morphologies.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results from the light scattering
experiments. The fractal dimensions in the limited q regime studied are
similar, but the cloudy gel has a slightly higher dimension than the clear one
indicating that the cloudy gel is more compact than the clear one. The
transition temperatures show that there is at least a 9°C hysteresis between
formation and melting. Upon formation a dynamic power law regime was not
observed, but perhaps it was missed. The narrow range over which the
power law was observed upon melting of both the clear and cloudy gels
suggests that it is a very delicate phenomenon.
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Although the melting transition temperatures for the two
morphologies are similar, their melting behavior was quite different. The
cloudy gel melted over several degrees with a fluctuating r, i.e., the melting
was complex and not monotonic. The clear gel melted more or less as
expected with a sharp increase in r . Upon melting, both gels exhibited
power law obedience at 49°C. The cloudy gel’s power law regime extends
over more decades of time than the clear gel's, but the slopes of both are
similar and well below the expected -0.27 from Martin [8 8 ].
All of the data show some evidence of stretched exponential
behavior at early times; but, only upon formation of a cloudy gel does b
approach 0.667. This stretching parameter fluctuates around the average
of 0.45 ± 0.1 1 for melting the cloudy gel. Stretched exponential behavior at
late times was only observed at T = 48°C upon melting a cloudy gel. These
tails were more abundant upon melting a clear gel but were still not
characterized by 2/3. At early times upon melting a clear gel, b dramatically
increases above the melting transition giving rise to the large error values
seen in Table 4.1.
From these results, it may be inferred that the system does in some
aspect follow a percolative type mechanism, and that there are some
remarkable similarities between chemical gels and thermoreversible ones.
There is evidence for some unknown mechanism to cause the pinning that
prevents full phase separation or even to lead to pure percolative type gels.
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry
Results from Differential Scanning Calorimetry experiments are
summarized in Table 4.2. These experiments have shown that quenching
to 25°C makes it more difficult to obtain reproducible results. This may be
the result of the system being at different stages of phase separation. The
melting transition seem s to be sharper and occur at slightly higher
temperatures after quenching to 25°C, indicating the possible formation of
crystalline regions like those seen by others [26,37,83,106].
Comparisons between light scattering and DSC are difficult because
the same solutions cannot be measured on both instruments. The transition
temperatures measured by DSC are lower than those from light scattering.

Table 4.1 Summary of Light Scattering data on PBLG/Toluene Gels

Power law
Fractal * Transition
Experiment Dimension Temperature Decades
Formation
Cloudy Gel
Melting
Cloudy Gel
Melting
Clear Gel

1.25±0.06
1.49± 0.07

40°C
49°Cb
54°C°
49°Cb
50°Cc

Power law
Slope

Average
Stretching
Parameter b

Not
Observed

0.61 ±0.08

5

-0.095± 0.001

0.45±0.11

3.5

-0.113± 0.003

0.49± 0.22

Not
Observed

• Fractal dimensions were determined via static light scattering at 25°C after slowly cooling to form the cloudy gel,
remelting, and then quickly cooling to form the clear gel.
b Transition temperature taken a s the temperature at which the power law was observed.
c Transition temperature taken a s the dramatic increase in T.

Table 4.2 Summary of Differential Scanning Calorimetry Results on PBLG-16K/toluene Gels

Concentration
w/w%
PBLG-16K in
toluene
5
4

Weight of
PBLG-16K
(mg)

AH.ioc
(mJ/mg)

2.32

24.8
[0 .8 ]

2.17

19.1

Tmelt-ioc Peak
Width
(°C)
(°C)
34.8
[1.01
36.3
[0.11
38.0
[0.3]
38.1

AH25C
(mJ/mg)

TmeltHc
(°C)

Peak
Width
(°C)

16.1

8.35

[1 -0 ]
13.3
[0 . 1 ]

ro.i5i
15.9
[6.7]

11.7]
1 1 .6
14.7
12.75
3
1.71
[5.8]
[0.3]
[1.05]
9.3
9.8
9.45
2
0.85
[0.3]
[7.01
[155]
[0-3]
NOTE: Errors are from repeat runs and are denoted in brackets

40.2
[0.31

11.5
[0.31

39.3
[2.31
39.3
[14]

11.4
[2.3]

39.7
[15]

9.6
[1.4]
8 .2

[1.5]

C H A P T E R F IV E :

C O N C L U S IO N S

Gelation of rodlike polymers is a complicated problem to solve due to the
fact that it often occurs in conjunction with phase separation. In some cases,
even for systems where gelation by a certain mechanism has a sizable
contingence of evidence, there can still be found evidence to indicate a different
mechanism.
In Chapter Two, the gel system of PBT in sulfuric acid, which had
considerable evidence for a spinodal mechanism, was shown by Fourier
transform video microscopy to have some characteristics of nucleation and
growth. Also in that chapter, digital image processing was established as a
quantitative analytical tool for systems that are difficult or impossible to study by
more traditional methods.
Gelation of HPC was the focus of Chapter Three where differential
scanning calorimetry was used to determine the amount of water dispelled upon
gelation. HPC is unique among the polymers used in this thesis in that it gels
upon heating rather than cooling. The DSC experiments showed the existence
of a primary solvent shell consisting of 11 water molecules tightly bound to the
polymer repeat unit and the possible existence of a secondary shell where 3
water molecules are trapped by each water molecule of the primary shell.
Finally, in Chapter Four the canonical rodlike polymer PBLG in toluene
was studied by a variety of light scattering experiments. The mechanism by
which gelation occurs in this system is widely debated. A percolative approach
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was applied with some success, but it is clear that more theoretical
understanding is necessary before any definitive mechanism can be established.
Throughout this study much emphasis was placed on establishing new
ways to look at old problems. New hardware and software were developed that
not only were used for this project but are now established laboratory methods
that will aid a number of other projects.
As with all new techniques, there is always the need to expand upon the
initial experiments. It is hoped that this project will continue, especially the video
microscopy portion, where perhaps more concentrations of PBT in sulfuric acid,
a s well a s different polymers such a s fluorescently labeled PBLG and HPC could
be studied. The light scattering experiments were extensive, but it might be
interesting to re-examine the static section at lower q values with the multi-angle
detector currently being set-up in the lab.
Although definitive conclusions about the gelation mechanisms are
difficult to establish, much has been learned about the three gel systems. That
knowledge and the methods developed during this project will be useful to other
gel researchers in future.
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APPENDIX PROGRAMS FOR VIDEO MICROSCOPY
PERFORMING A CUSTOMIZED 2D-FFT USING WHIP

The first step in performing the fast Fourier transform is to save the
image that you want to transform using the store command which is aliased
to s.
TYPE:

s filename

Whip automatically adds the extender .pic. In order to perform the
transform, you must make a square framebuffer and assign a name and
number to it. The square must have dimensions that are a power of 2.
AU/X is case sensitive so it is important to type commands exactly as
shown. The name of the transform can be anything, but to keep track of
them, it is advised that the transform have the same name a s the image with

fft added a s a prefix and .pic a s a suffix. Once the framebuffer is
established, the image to be transformed has to be placed into it. As with
all other framebuffers, this is done with the view command usually aliased to
v. Unlike the other framebuffers, however, you will not notice any change
on the monitor because the newly created framebuffer contains complex
numerical data. Although the mkhdr command line sets up a complex
framebuffer, the actual conversion from real to complex takes place with the

cnvtpic command.
TYPE:

mkhdr complex 512 512 row >fftfilename.pic
setenv fb 4
199

setenv FB4_NAME fftfilename.pic
v filename, pic
cnvtpic fftfilename.pic complex
It is important to apply a windowing function to the complex
fftfilename before proceeding with the actual transform. The image data are
multiplied by the window function. This operation decreases the amplitude
of the data near the edges so that the sharp edge “spike” does not produce
broadband noise. Failure to apply this function will produce an intense
cross in the power spectrum of the transform. There are four choices of
window functions in the WHIP system:
hanning

w(n) = 1/2 (1-cos(27rn/(L-1))) with 0 £ n £ (L-1)

hamming

w(n) = 0 .5 4 -0.46(cos(2nn/{L-1)))w ith O ^ n s(L -1 )

triangular w(n) = 2n/(L -1)w ith0sn<(L -1)/2 or
w(n) = 2-2n/(L-1) with (L-1 )!2<,x\<, (L-1)
blackman w(n) = 0.42 - 0.50(cos(27in/(L-1))) + 0.08(cos(47tn/(L-1)))
with 0 £ n £ (L-1)
where n = the number of pixels and L = total number of points in a row.
Figure A.1 shows a plot of each windowing function. All of them
approach 1.0 near the center and decrease to zero (or near zero for the
hamming function) towards the edges, so that only the information near the
edge of the image is affected. Figure A.2 shows how each function
operates on a row of raw data taken from the center of an image.
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The fast Fourier transform in WHIP is a one-dimensional discrete Fourier
transform of the rows and then the columns of the complex image. It uses
full floating point precision with 64 bitsI pixel. The data are scaled to satisfy
Parseval’s Theorem, shown below.
Total Power = 3W>i 2dt =

2df

where
h(t) = jH(f)e-2*indf

and

H (f) = Jh(t)e2' ,f,dt

•4D

The transform is performed in the complex framebuffer with the
command fft2d. The output of this command puts the lower frequency
components towards the edges. This is undesirable since most of the
information to be gained is in the lower frequency regions. The command

fftorder places the lower frequency components in the center and produces
the normal looking scattering pattern. In order to view the scattering
pattern, you must change back to a real framebuffer with the command . x
(period space x), where x is an integer from 0 to 3 and then view the fftfile.
TYPE:

fftwindow windowtype fftfilename.pic
fft2d fftfilename.pic
. x where x = 0,1, 2, 3
fftorder fftfilename.pic
v fftfilename.pic

An example showing how to use each command with an actual image
called sebastien.pic is shown below.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A CUSTOMIZED FFT USING WHIP
To take the 512x512 Fourier transform with a blackman window
function of an image called sebastien.pic and place the power spectrum in
framebuffer 0:
Type:

mkhdr complex 512 512 row >fftsebastien.pic
setenv fb 4
setenv FB4_NAME fftsebastien.pic
v sebastien.pic
cnvtpic fftsebastien.pic complex
fftwindow blackman fftsebastien.pic
fft2d fftsebastien.pic

.0
fftorder fftsebastien.pic
_________________ v fftsebastien.pic_______________________________

PERFORMING A DEFAULT 2D-FFT USING WHIP
One advantage to the Unix or A/UX operating system is the ability to
easily link two or more programs or commands together in a shell script.
Shell scripts are analogous to batch files in the DOS environment in that
they are executable files that contain the names of other executable
programs. Shell scripts have been written to perform the Fourier transform
without having to type each individual step. The scripts use the most
commonly used options like 512 x 512 transforms, framebuffer number 4,
and radial averaging. In order to allow the user to use the default settings
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and still choose the windowing function, four shell scripts, one for each
window type were written.
A small script, fft (shown below), was written for new users that
explains how to perform the transform with the window function of their
choice.
TYPE;

fft

SHELL SCRIPT FFT
echo You have chosen to perform a Fast Fourier Transform
echo
echo You must chose which windowing function you wish to use
echo
echo Your choices are blackman, hamming, hanning, triangular
echo
echo Once your choice has been made, type at the prompt fftblackman,
ffthamming,
echo ffthanning or ffttriangular
echo
echo Each shell script will automatically perform a radial average after the
transform
echo unless you stop execution by typing control c____________________

More experienced users can skip this step and simply use the script
of their choice.
TYPE:

fftblackman or
ffthamming or
ffthanning or
ffttriangular

Each of these scripts (shown at the end of this section) are Borne
shell scripts that call other shell scripts for input and output redirection. The
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Borne scripts start by telling the user which windowing function they have
chosen and then calls a script, inputnames (shown below), that asks the
user to input the name of the image to be transformed. The script then
copies that file to the working directory, renames it input.pic, and clears the
framebuffer.
SHELL SCRIPT INPUTNAMES

echo Welcome to the FFT shell script
#6/15/94
#Original author DLT
echo Input image to be transformed including the full path
read infile
cp $infile /usr/wh ip/bin/input, pic
clear

Operation reverts back to the Borne script where the transform is
performed and stored in a temporary file called fftinput.pic. Once the
transform operations are complete, the script, outputnames (shown below),
is called. This script asks for the filename to be assigned to the image of
the power spectrum and copies the file fftinput.pic to that filename.
SHELL SCRIPT OUTPUTNAMES

echo Finished with the Fourier Transform
#6/15/94
#Original author DLT
echo input filename for the transform including the full path
read outfile
cp /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic Soutfiie____________________
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Again, control is returned to the Borne script where the radial
average of the power spectrum can be performed. The user is informed
that they can stop by typing control c (Ac) if they wish not to perform the
radial average. If the radial average is completed, it is written to a
temporary file called radialave. The script, raoutput (shown below), is called
to allow the user to input the filename for the ASCII file containing the
spatial frequencies and the averaged intensities.
SHELL SCRIPT RAOUTPUT

echo Finished with the radial average
#6/15/94
#Original author DLT
echo Input filename including full path for the ASCII file containing the
echo radialave
read outfile
cp /usr/whip/bin/radialave $outfile____________________________________

Finally, operation reverts back to the Borne script to show a plot of
the radial average. All four of the Borne scripts are shown below.
PRELIMINARIES TO RADIAL AVERAGING

In order to perform the radial average, the aspect ratio and spatial
frequency constant, K, must first be obtained. The aspect ratio is a
correction that is needed because the pixels are not square. They are
longer in the y-direction than in the x-direction. This can easily be seen in
the power spectrum of a circular object (refer to last section of this
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BORNE SHELL SCRIPT FFTBLACKMAN

#
echo You have chosen to perform a Fourier transform
echo using the blackman windowing function
inputnames
v /usr/whi p/bin/input, pic
mkhdr complex 512 512 row >/usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
setenv fb 4
setenv FB4_NAME /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
cnvtpic /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
fftwindow blackman /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
echo Please be patient
fft2d /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
.0
fftorder /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
outputnames
echo You can stop now by typing control c or you can perform the radial
average
echo Performing the radial average
plotov /usr/whip/bin/xy | getintensity
getradave
raoutput
graph </usr/whip/bin/radialave
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BORNE SHELL SCRIPT FFTHAMMING
#
echo You have chosen to perform a Fourier transform
echo using the hamming windowing function
inputnames
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
mkhdr complex 512 512 row >/usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
setenv fb 4
setenv FB4_NAME /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
cnvtpic /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
fftwindow hamming /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
echo Please be patient
fft2d /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
.0
fftorder /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
outputnames
echo You can stop now by typing control c or you can perform the radial
average
echo Performing the radial average
plotov /usr/whip/bin/xy | getintensity
getradave
raoutput
graph </usr/whip/bin/radialave_________________________________
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BORNE SHELL SCRIPT FFTHANNING

#
echo You have chosen to perform a Fourier transform
echo using the hanning windowing function
inputnames
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
mkhdr complex 512 512 row >/usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
setenv fb 4
setenv FB4_NAME /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
cnvtpic /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
fftwindow hanning /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
echo P lease be patient
fft2d /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
.0
fftorder /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
outputnam es
echo You can stop now by typing control c or you can perform the radial
average
echo Performing the radial average
plotov /usr/whip/bin/xy | getintensity
getradave
raoutput
graph </usr/whip/bin/radialave_________________________________
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BORNE SHELL SCRIPT FFTTRIANGULAR

#
echo You have chosen to perform a Fourier transform
echo using the triangular windowing function
inputnames
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
mkhdr complex 512 512 row >/usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
setenv fb 4
setenv FB4_NAME /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/input.pic
cnvtpic /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
fftwindow triangular /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic complex
echo P lease be patient
fft2d /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
.0
fftorder /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
v /usr/whip/bin/fftinput.pic
outputnam es
echo You can stop now by typing control c or you can perform the radial
average
echo Performing the radial average
plotov /usr/whip/bin/xy | getintensity
getradave
raoutput
graph </usr/whip/bin/radialave_________________________________

appendix). The spectrum should be circular, but instead appears a s
elliptical. The rectangular shape of the pixels is corrected for when
performing the radial average by the variable aspratio. The aspect ratio is
the ratio of the number of pixels in the x direction to the number of pixels in
the y direction. In the radial averaging programs (refer to Program
getradave.c and Radialave.bas discussed later in this appendix), each y
coordinate is multiplied by aspratio to square the pixels. The aspect ratio is
determined by imaging a micrometer slide placed horizontally and
m easuring the number of pixels between graduations and then rotating the
micrometer by 90° and measuring the number of pixels in the vertical
position. Unfortunately, measuring the number of pixels is not a s easy
using the WHIP system a s it is using the IMAGE system (refer to Radial
Averaging with the IMAGE System section). To m easure the distance
between graduations, the intensity of each pixel along a line perpendicular
to the graduations must be obtained. The WHIP command plotov takes as
its input a file or overlay of the pixel coordinates for the desired intensities.
The output of plotov is just the intensities and does not include the
coordinates of the corresponding pixels; therefore, it is necessary to pipe, |,
the output of plotov to another program that writes both the coordinates and
intensities to an ASCII file that can be read by a plotting program. Once
plotted, the distance in pixels between graduations can be obtained. The
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programs that make the overlays for plotov and produce the ASCII files are
shown below. Cline.c and cvline.c make the overlays for the center
horizontal and vertical lines, respectively. They produce output files, dine
and cvline that contain the coordinates for each line. The programs
getdine.c and getcvline.c produce the ASCII files dinecoor and cvlinecoor.

To obtain the intensity of a center line
TYPE:

plotov /usr/whip/bin/cline | getcline or
plotov /usr/whip/bin/cvline | getcvline

Alternatively, the image of the micrometer can be converted to TIFF
format and imported into the IMAGE system for quick m easurem ents (refer
to section Radial Averaging with the IMAGE System for measuring). To
convert an WHIP image to TIFF format:
TYPE:

pictotiff filename.pic filename.tiff

The spatial frequency constant is a calibration that allows one to
calculate the size relationship between real and inverse space. There are
two ways to determine K. The first way is to image a diffraction grating of
known periodicity, L, and perform a Fourier transform. Figure A.3 shows a
schem atic of a diffraction grating and its Fourier transform. The grating is a
square wave and its transform is a series of spikes corresponding to the dc
signal (centerm ost spike), the fundamental (two spikes at a distance of 2nlL
from the dc spike), and then the odd harmonics (the first visible harmonic is
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Program cline.c

#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
/‘cline.c*/
/•This program makes the overlay for input to plotov*/
/•plotov is a Whip file that reads file cline and then returns*/
/•the pixel intensity at those coordinates.*/
/•Adapted from xy.c on 5-94 by DLT*/
/•Author Debbie Tipton 5-15-90*/
/•Converted for Macllfx by DLT on 3-9-92*/
int x;
FILE fp ;
fp=fopen(7usr/whip/birtfcline"1,,wb");
for (x-0;x<=511 ;x-x+1)
fprintf(fp, "%d %d\n",x1256);
fclose(fp);

}___________________________________________________________________
Program cvline.c

#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
/•cvline.c*/
/T h is program m akes the overlay for input to plotov*/
/•plotov is a Whip file that reads file cvline and then returns*/
/•the pixel intensity at those coordinates.*/
/•Adapted from xy.c on 5-94 by DLT*/
/•Author Debbie Tipton 5-15-90*/
/•Converted for Macllfx by DLT on 3-9-92*/
inty;
FILE fp ;
fp=fopen(,7usr/whip/bin/cvline","wb");
for (y=0;y<=479;y=y+1)
fprintf(fp, "%d %d\n",256,y);
fclose(fp);
) ____________________________________________________________________
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Program getcline.c

#include <stdio.h>
main()
{

/•This program takes output of plotov in whip and writes*/
/*the pixel coordinates and intensity to a file called clinecoor.*/
/‘Adapted from getintenstiy.c on 5-94 by DLT*/
/‘Original author: Debbie Tipton 5/15/90*/
/•Revised for Macllfx and Whip on 3/9/92 DLT*/
/•Revised for Maxllfx and Whip on 10/5/92*/
intx, intensity;
FILE *fp;
fp=fopen("/usr/whip/bin/clinecoorl7 ,wb");
x = 0;
while(scanf("%d" ^intensity) l-EOF) {
fprintf(fp,"%d %d\n",x,intensity);
++x;
}

fclose(fp);
>______________________________________________________________________

Program getcvline.c

#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
/•This program takes output of plotov in whip and writes*/
/•the pixel coordinates and intensity to a file called pixcoor.*/
/‘Adapted from getintensity.c on 5-94 by DLT*/
/‘Original author: Debbie Tipton 5/15/90*/
/•Revised for Macllfx and Whip on 3/9/92 DLT*/
/•Revised for Maxllfx and Whip on 10/5/92*/
int x, y, intensity;
FILE fp ;
fp=fopen('7usr/whip/bin/cvlinecoor","wb");
y = 0;

while(scanf("%d",&intensity) !=€OF) {
fprintf(fp,"%d %d\n”,y, intensity);
++y;

}
fclose(fp);
____________________________________________________________________

>
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Figure A.3 Schematic of a diffraction grating and its Fourier transform.
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3(2 ti/L) from the dc spike, the second is 5(2ic/L) from the dc spike, etc.).The
number of pixels between the spikes can be m easured by the sam e method
a s described above for finding the aspect ratio. The spatial frequency
constant is then given by:

where x is an even integer > 0
corresponding to the harmonics
used to effect the m easurem ent
EXAMPLE: If 50 pixels are found to separate the two fundamental
spikes from a diffraction grating with L = 12.5 pm / line pair, then

The spatial frequency constant can also be determined from the real
image of something of known size like a diffraction grating, micrometer,
ronchi ruling, etc. First, m easure the number of horizontal pixels between
graduations, then

where n = total number of pixels to be sampled in a row or
column of the FFT and must be a power of two
s = distance in real sp ace between graduations divided
by the number of pixels between graduations
EXAMPLE:

If a circular object of diameter 0.75’ is imaged with the
WHIP system and the m easured diameter is 302
horizontal pixels, then
s * 075 %
n = 512

q2

pixelss 2 5 x 1 0 '3 in /P'xel
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K = 2 / /512(2.5 x10‘3) = 4.9 in'1/ pixel
It is important to note that K has to be determined for each change in
objective and eyepiece power, distance between cam era and sample, and
imaging system. K in the x-direction is slightly different than that in the ydirection due to the rectangular shape of the pixels. As mentioned above,
the radial averaging programs correct for this, so K should only have to be
determined in the horizontal or x-direction.
RADIAL AVERAGING OF FOURIER TRANSFORM IN THE WHIP SYSTEM

Once the Fourier transform has been performed and the aspect ratio
and spatial frequency constant have been determined, the radial average
can be obtained. The radial average determines the decay in intensity from
the center of the power spectrum as a function of distance. It is equivalent
to drawing several lines through the center, getting the intensity of the pixel
at the sam e distance from the center along every line, and then dividing by
the number of lines. By averaging over several lines, the noise in the data
is reduced. Figure A.4 shows a schem atic of a power spectrum with lines
radiating from the center. That figure also shows the intensity as a function
of the spatial frequency along two individual lines and then the quieter
radial averaged intensity from several lines.
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Figure A.4 Schematic of Radial Averaging (upper left). The intensity of all the pixels at the sam e distance from the
center along each line are added and then divided by the number of pixels at that radius. Bold lines represent the
lines drawn on an actual power spectrum to get the plots on the right. Upper and Lower Right) Intensity vs spatial
frequency from vertical and horizontal lines from an actual power spectrum with K = 0.0386 pm'1/ pixel. Lower Left)
Radial averaged intensity vs spatial frequency from the sam e power spectrum used for the individual lines to the
right. There is less noise in the radial average.
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The first step in performing the radial average is to obtain the
intensity and coordinates of every pixel of the transformed image in the
framebuffer. To place the image into the framebuffer
TYPE:

v fftfilename.pic

The intensity and coordinates of each pixel must be obtained by
using the WHIP command plotov. The overlay for plotov that contains the
xy coordinates for the entire 512 x 512 image is called xy and is the output
of a program called xy.c. As it was for a single line in the previous section,
the output of plotov is piped to a following program this time called
getintensity. This program m akes an output ASCII file called pixcoor that

contains the coordinates and intensities of each pixel. The program that
actually performs the radial average is called getradave.c and is shown
below along with xy.c and getintensity.c. The program getradave.c takes
the input from pixcoor and the aspect ratio and spatial frequency constant
for which you are prompted, performs the average, and writes an output file
called radialave. The file radialave can be renam ed and/or imported into
any plotting program for further analysis. The file format is simply two
columns of numbers: k and average intensity, where k = K * distance from
the center in pixels.
TYPE:

plotov /usr/whip/bin/xy | getintensity
getradave
cp /usr/whip/bin/radialave /usr/whip/filename.ra
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Program xy.c

#include <stdio.h>
main{)
{
/*xy.c*/
/•This program m akes the overlay for input to plotov*/
/•plotov is a Whip file that reads file xy and then returns*/
/•the pixel intensity at those coordinates.*/
/•Author Debbie Tipton 5-15-90*/
/•Converted for Macllfx by DLT on 3-9-92*/
int x,y;
FILE fp ;
fp=fopen(’7usr/whip/bin/xy","wb");
for(y=0;y<=479;y=y+1){
for (x=0;x<=511;x=x+1)
fprintf(fp,"%d %d W.x.y);
}
fclose(fp);
}________________________________________________________________

Program getintensity. c

#include <stdio.h>
main()
{
/•getintensity.c*/
/•This program takes output of plotov in whip and writes*/
/ f he pixel coordinates and intensity to a file called pixcoor.*/
/•B ecause of the size of the file created, the program specifies*/
/ f he output. If you want to have more than one file exist, you*/
/•will have to renam e pixcoor and then rerun.*/
/‘Original author: Debbie Tipton 5/15/90*/
/•Revised for Macllfx and Whip on 3/9/92 DLT*/
/•Revised for Maxllfx and Whip on 10/5/92*/
int x, y, intensity;
FILE fp ;
fp=fopen(,7usr/whip/bin/pixcoor,,,"wb");
x = 0;
y = 0;
________

while(scanf(,l%d,l,&intensity) l-EOF) {_________________
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fprintf(fp,"%d %d %d\n",xIy, intensity);
++x;
if( x>=512 && y<=480) {
x=0;
++y;
}
}
fclose(fp);
}

Program getradave.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
main()
{
/‘getradave.c*/
/*This program performs a radial average of the output of */
/•getintensity*/
/T h e input file is pixcoor and the output file created is radialave*/
/*lt is this output that can be transferred to an appropriate plotting*/
/‘program.*/
/‘C reated 5/90 by Debbie Tipton*/
/•Revised for the Macllfx 3-10-92 by DLT*/
/•Revised for the Maciifx 10/5/92 by DLT*?
/•Revised 5/94 by DLT*/
/•Adapted from Ifft.for by Aslam Chowdhury*/
/T o compile you must use the -Im option*/
/*type cc getradave.c -Im*/
float rootnum.p, radius, aspratio;
float xf, yf, intensityf.yscale.jf;
int i, j,x,y,intensity,iradius;
double aveint[362],ki[362], k,ncount[362],bin[362];
FILE *fr; /Tile for reading intensity, x, and y*/
FILE *fw; /Tile for writing*/
fr=fopen("/usr/whip/bin/pixcoorJ',"r");
fw=fopen("/usr/whip/bin/radialave","w+");
printff'please input the spatial frequency constant\nM);
scanf("%f',&p);
____________ printffplease input the aspect ratioXn1*);___________________
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scanf("%f", &aspratio);
printffThe output will be two columns:\n");
printffcolumn 1 = k and column 2 = average intensities\n");
yscale = 0.0;
y=0;
x=0;
for (i=0;i<362;i-i+1) {
bin[i]*0.0;
ncount[i]=0.0;
aveint[i]=0.0;
}
while(fscanf(fr,"%d %d %d\n",&x,&y,&intensity) !=EOF) {
y=255-y; /‘centering y*/
x=255-x; /‘centering x*/
/‘NOTE that the center of the FFT is 255,255 and the*/
/‘center of the framebuffer is 240,255. The */
/‘coordinates of the FFT do not change. The */
/•bottom or top rows are just removed*/
xf={float) x;
yf=(float) y;
yscale=yf*aspratio;
rootnum=(xf*icf) + (yscale*yscale);
radius- sqrt(rootnum);
iradius=(int) radius;
intensityf=(float) intensity;
bin[iradius]=bin[iradius] + intensityf;
ncount[iradius]=ncount(iradius] +1;

}
j=0;
jf—0.0;
k = 0.0;
while(j<=240) {
jf=(float) j;
k = p*jf;
aveinty]=bin[j]/(ncount[j]);
printf("%6.4f %6.4f\n",k,aveint01);
fprintf(fw, "%6.4f %6.4f\n",k,aveint[jj);
++j;
}
fclose(fw);_____________________________________________
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fclose(fr);
}

RADIAL AVERAGING WITH THE IMAGE SYSTEM

The radial average process for the IMAGE system is similar to that of
the WHIP system. As stated in Chapter Two, sizing with the IMAGE system
is much more user friendly than with the WHIP system; therefore,
determining the aspect ratio and spatial frequency constant is much easier.
Image (version 1.28b6) will allow measuring distances by selecting the ruler
tool and simply dragging the m ouse between graduations in an image of a
grating or micrometer. The Fourier transform is achieved from a pull down
menu in Image v 1.28b6 and the windowing function can be selected from
the menu item MASK. The transform is a maximum of 256 x 256 pixels and
the area of interest is selected by holding down the Apple key (x) while
dragging the mouse. This operation forces the area selected to be a square
with dimensions of a power of two. Select FFT from the FFT menu. This
opens a new window and shows the power spectra of the transform. Save
the transform, open the Quick Basic folder and double click on the radialave
icon. This will start the radial average basic program shown below. This
program differs from the C language version discussed above in that it also
allows for several images to be averaged. Although frame averaging up to
32 fram es is supported by Image v 1.40, it is not supported by Image

Program Radtala ve bas
'SCION FILE AND RADIAL AVE
•ORIGINAL AUTHORS DEBBIE TIPTON AND PAUL RUSSO
PARTIALLY ADAPTED FROM ASLAM CHOWDHURYS FFT PROGRAM
MARCH 1992
CORRECTIONS MADE TO RADIAL AVE PORTION MAY 1994 DLT
PROGRAM TO TAKE ASCII FILES FROM IMAGE AND AVERAGE THEM
'MUST EXPORT IMAGE FILES IN A TEXT FORMAT
’GOOD FOR FFT THAT ARE OF LIMITED SIZE
DIM FILENAME$(10)1RADAVEINT(2048),BIN(2048)1NCOUNT(2048).ADDINT(4096)
DIM TEMP$(12),INTENSITY(4096).DUMMY$(2048),DIGIT$(125),X(4096)
DIM AVEINT(4096), INAVEINT(4096)
NEED TO ASK FOR FILES TO AVERAGE
FILENAME$(0)=,,JUNKM
PRINT "THIS PROGRAM TAKES A LONG TIME TO RUN DEPENDING ON THE NUMBERPRINT “OF FILES AVERAGED, THE SIZE OF THOSE FILES AND IF YOU WANT TO DO A "
PRINT" RADIAL AVERAGE”
•YOU HAVE THE OPTION OF DOING EITHER OR BOTH A FILE AVERAGE AND A RADIAL
' AVERAGE FILEOUT IS THE FILE AVERAGE OUTPUT FILE AND RADOUT IS FOR THE
RADIAL AVERAGE
RADAVEANS$="X"
WHILE (RADAVEANS$<>"Y" AND RADAVEANS$<>"N")
INPUP'DO YOU WANT TO PERFORM A RADIAL AVERAGE (Y/N) ";RADAVEANS$
RADAVEANS$=UCASE${RADAVEANS$)
WEND
IF RADAVEAN S$=l1Y” T H E N _______________________________________________________ _

INPUT'ENTER THE OUTPUT FILENAME";RADAVE$
RADAVE$=UCASE$(RADAVE$)
WHILE (FILEAVEANS$<>'Y' AND FILEAVEANS$<>"N")
INPUT'DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE IMAGE AVERAGE DATA (Y/N) ";FILEAVEANS$
FILEAVEANS$=UCASE$(FILEAVEANS$)
WEND
IF FILEAVEANS$='Y" THEN INPUT'ENTER THE OUTPUT FILENAME"; FILEAVES
FILEAVE$=UCASE$(F!LEAVE$)
GOTO 4
END IF
WHILE (FILEAVEANSSo'Y* AND FILEAVEANS$<>"N")
INPUT'DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE IMAGE AVERAGE DATA (Y/N) ";FILEAVEANS$
FILEAVEANS$=UCASE$(FILEAVEANS$)
WEND
IF FILEAVEANSS-Y' THEN INPUT'ENTER THE OUTPUT FILENAME";FILEAVES
FILEAVE$=UCASE$(F1LEAVE$)
’NFILES= THE NUMBER OF FILES TO AVERAGE
4 WHILE FILENAME$(NFILES)<>"NONE"
NFILES=NFILES+1
PRINT "PLEASE ENTER FILE ";NFILES;" TO BE AVERAGED TYPE NONE WHEN FINISHED"
INPUT FILENAMES(NFILES)
FILENAME$(NFILES)=UCASE$(FILENAME$(NFILES))
WEND
IF NFILES=1 THEN STOP
'NFILES=NFILES-1 IS TO CORRECT FOR "NONE" TO END THE FILENAME INPUT LOOP
NFILES=NFILES-1

' OPENS ALL INPUT FILES
FOR 1=1 TO NFILES
OPEN FILENAMES(I) FOR INPUT AS #l
NEXT I
• OPENS ALL NECESSARY OUTPUT FILES
IF (RADAVEANS$="N" AND FILEAVEANSS-V) THEN
* CHECKOUT=NFILES+3
'OPEN "CHECKOUTPUT' FOR OUTPUT AS #CHECKOUT
•CHECKOUTPUT IS A FILE FOR CHECKING VARIABLES DURING DEBUGGING
FILEOUT=NFILES+2
OPEN FILEAVES FOR OUTPUT AS #FILEOUT
ELSEIF (RADAVEANSS-V AND FILEAVEANSS-'N" )THEN
RADOUT=NFlLES+1
OPEN RADAVES FOR OUTPUT AS #RADOUT
*CHECKOUT=NFILES+3
*OPEN "CHECKOUTPUT' FOR OUTPUT AS #CHECKOUT
ELSEIF (RADAVEANSS-V AND FILEAVEANSS-T') THEN
FILEOUT=NFILES+2
RADOUT=NFILES +1
*CHECKOUT=NFILES+3
•OPEN "CHECKOUTPUT' FOR OUTPUT AS #CHECKOUT
OPEN FILEAVES FOR OUTPUT AS #FILEOUT
OPEN RADAVES FOR OUTPUT AS #RADOUT
ELSE
STOP
END IF

■IMAGE FILES STORED IN ROW ORDER W ll H THE ORIGIN IN THE LOWER LEFT CORNER
PRINT "ENTER THE WIDTH AND LENGTH IN PIXELS OF THE LARGEST IMAGE"
PRINT 'THIS INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND UNDER PREFERENCES IN IMAGE"
INPUT "IMAGE'S DEFAULT SIZE IS 552,436 AND FOR FFT: 256,256 MAXX, MAXY
INPUT "PLEASE ENTER THE SPATIAL FREQUENCY CONSTANT/PIXEL",P
INPUT "PLEAS ENTER THE ASPECT RATIO",ARATIO
PRINT' STARTING THE AVERAGES"
PRINT "BE PATIENT'
X=0:Y=0:C=0
XCENTER=MAXX/2
YCENTER=MAXY/2
MAXYM1 =MAXY-1
MAXXM1 =MAXX-1
TIMER TO DETERMINE THE TOTAL TIME FOR CALCULATIONS
START=TIMER
'GOING TO TAKE ONE ROW OF THE IMAGE FROM EACH FILE AND PERFORM ALL CALCULATIONS ON IT
THEN INCREASE I TO THE NEXT ROW. FOR EVERY I VALUE THERE ARE MAXX NUMBER OF INTENSITIES
FOR l=0 TO MAXYM1
FOR T=OTO MAXXM1
ADDINT(T)=0
AVEINT{T)=0
NEXTT
• C IS THE NUMBER OF THE INPUT FILE
FOR C=1 TO NFILES

IF E0F(C)=-1 THEN
C=NFILES
ELSE
J=0
*J IS THE VALUE OF THE INTENSITY
WHILE J< MAXX
' READS ONE LINE IN FILE(C)
■REASONING BEHIND THIS ENTIRE LOOP IS THE IMAGE FILES ARE DELIMITED BY TABS
INPUT #C, LINODATS
L=1
COUNT=0
1 READS ONE CHARACTER AT A TIME AND CHECKS TO SEE IF IT IS A NUMBER OR A TAB
'IF A NUMBER IS READ IT IS STORED AS DIGIT. DCOUNT KEEPS TRACK OF HOW MANY
■DIGITS THERE ARE. THEN THE INTENSITY IS THE SUM OF THE DIGITS TIMES THEIR PLACE VALUE
WHILE L<= LEN(LINODAT$)
DUMMY$(L)=MID$(LINODAT$,L, 1)
IF DUMMY$(L)<>CHR$(9) THEN
DCOUNT=DCOUNT+1
DIGIT(DCOUNT)=VAL(DUMMY$(L))
ELSE
ON DCOUNT GOTO ONE, TWO, THREE
ONE:
INTENSITY(J)=DIGIT{DCOUNT)
GOTO 30
TWO:
INTENSITY(J)=DIGIT(DCOUNT-1 )*10 +DIGlT(DCOUNT)
GOTO 30
THREE:

INTENSITY(J)=DIGIT(DCOUNT-2)*100+DIGIT(DCOUNT-1)*10
+DIGIT(DCOUNT)
30

DCOUNT=0
ADDINT(J)=ADDINT(J)+INTENSITY(J)
J=J+1

END IF
'GETS A NEW CHARACTER
L=L+1
WEND
'NEW LINE
WEND
‘SEE IF END OF FILE HAS BEEN REACHED YET
5 END IF
• READ NEXT FILE
NEXT C
'CENTERING Y
'Y WILL EQUAL +- MAXY/2
Y=MAXY-{ROW+1)
Y=YCENTER-Y
Q$=CHR$(9)
FOR J = 0 TO MAXXM1
'AVERAGE ALL OF THE INTENSITIES
AVEINT(J)=ADDINT(J)/NFILES
■WRITES THE AVERAGE INTENSITIES AS INTEGERS TO FILEOUT IN AN IMAGE FORMAT
•DELIMITED BY TABS
IF (RADAVEANS$="N" OR FILEAVEANS$="Y") THEN
IF (AVEINT(J)-INT(AVEINT(J))) > .5 THEN
INAVEINT(J)=INT(AVEINT(J))+1___________________________________________________________

ELSE
INAVEINT(J)=INT(AVEINT(J))
END IF
PRINT #FILEOUT, INAVEINT(J)
IF (RADAVEANS$="N" AND FILEAVEANS$="N" ) THEN GOTO 10
END IF
■DETERMINE THE X VALUE
X(J)=MAXX-(J+1)
'CENTERING X AND CALCULATING THE RADIUS
X(J)=XCENTER-X(J)
e p A I P Y -A R A T Ifl * Y

ROOTNUM=(X(J)*X(J))+(SCALEY*SCALEY)
RADIUS=INT(SQR{ROOTNUM))
BIN(RADIUS)=BIN(RADIUS)+AVEINT(J)
NCOUNT(RADIUS)=NCOUNT(RADIUS)+1
■IF X<0 THEN WE WANT TO GO TO ANOTHER Y VALUE IE. THE NEXT ROW
IF X(J)=XCENTER THEN
ROW=ROW+1
GOTO 10
END IF
NEXT J
'GET NEW Y VALUE
10 NEXT I
'IF RADAVEANS$="N" THEN GOTO 20
J=0
■PRINT THE RADIAL AVERAGE TO RADOUT
FOR J=0 TO XC ENTER-1
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K = p *j

RADAVEINT(J)-BIN(J)/NCOUNT(J)
PRINT #RADOUT, K, RADAVEINT(J)
NEXT J
20
TIMETOT=TIMER
ELAPSED=(TIMETOT-START)/60!
PRINT "TOTAL TIME";ELAPSED;" MIN."
'CLOSING ALL FILES
CLOSE
PRINT "CLICK TO QUIT*
WHILE MOUSE(O) <>-1:WEND
STOP________________________________________________________
v1 28b6. So, to perform frame averaging you have two choices: 1) use
Image v 1.40 to perform the frame averaging in real space, save the
averaged image, close the application, open Image v 1.28b6 and perform
the transform and then use the radial averaging program; or, 2) save
several images, average them with the radial average basic program, import
the averaged file into Image v 1.28b6 and take the Fourier transform. The
Quick Basic version of radialave is much longer than its C language
counterpart, partly because of the frame average option but mainly due to
the format of the Image files. The intensities of the images are delimited by
tabs, so that an elaborate checking system to determine if each character is
a number or a tab had to be employed. Once the intensities are
determined, the algorithm that performs the radial average is the sam e as
that of the C language program.
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Checking the Radial Average Algorithm
In order to determine if the radial average programs work, a circular
object w as imaged varying the distance between the cam era and object,
thus varying K. The Fourier transform w as performed using the WHIP
system with a Blackman windowing function applied. The radius of
gyration, Rg, w as determined by Guinier plots (refer to Chapter Two).
Figure A.5 shows the real image (upper left), fft image (upper right with the
intensities multiplied by 10 for display purposes only), a plot of the radial
averaged intensities a s a function of k (lower left) and the Guinier plot
(lower right) for each K. m easured. The average Rg m easured from the
slope of the Guinier plot is 0.095”. The Rg is related to the actual radius, r,
by
r ■

The m easured radius was found to be 0.122". The actual radius of the
object w as 0.125” with a relative percent error of 2.5% (refer to Table A.1).

K
/in ’’/pixel
2.70
4.93
9.38

Guinier
slope
Terror]
-0.00334
[0.00040]
-0.00362
[0.000421
-0.00212
TO.000751

k range
/ in ’1
8.1 to
27.1
9.8 to
29.6
Oto
28.1

Linear
corr. coef.
R fno. pts}
0.960
[8]
0.980
[51
0.893
[4]

Rg / in
[error]
0.100
[0.006]
0.104
[0.006]
0.079
[0.0151
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Figure A. 5 Upper Left: Circular Object at different spatial frequencies. Real space images of circular object
taken with a Javelin MOS Solid State video cam era with a 55mm micro Nikon lens from Nikon. Upper Right:
Power spectrum from 512 x 512 2-d fast Fourier transform performed in the WHIP system with a blackman
windowing function applied. The intensity has been multiplied by 10 for display purposes. Lower Left:
Radial averaged intensities a s a function of k. Lower Right: Guinier plot (refer to text). Figure cont’d.
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